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I. Sovereignty, Independence, Self-Determination and Democracy

Burma
On 11 August 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, issued a
media release on the conviction and sentencing of opposition leader Aung San Suu
Kyi by Burma's military regime. An extract from Mr Smith's response follows:

Australia condemns the conviction and sentencing today of Aung San Suu Kyi under
Burma's so-called Law Protecting the State Against the Dangers of Subversive
Elements.

Aung San Suu Kyi was sentenced to three years with labour, reduced to 1 V2 years'
home detention.

This sentence removes any prospect of Aung San Suu Kyi participating in Burma's
elections, scheduled for 2010.

Australia again repeats its call for the Burmese regime to release Aung San Suu Kyi
immediately and unconditionally, and to release the more than 2000 political
prisoners in Burma.

I conveyed Australia's views on Aung San Suu Kyi's trial directly to Burmese
Foreign Minister U Nyan Win when I met him at the ASEAN-related meetings in
Thailand last month.

I have today instructed the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to call in the
Burmese Ambassador to express Australia's dismay at Aung San Suu Kyi's
conviction and sentencing.

Australia's Ambassador to Burma is on my instruction also conveying the Australian
Government's views directly to the Burmese regime.

The regime still has the opportunity to set aside the conviction and sentence, release
Aung San Suu Kyi and move down the path of national reconciliation.

As I have previously stated to Burma's Foreign Minister, Australia and the
international community stand ready to assist Burma if the regime moves towards
democracy. I deeply regret that the regime has not yet seized this opportunity, on the
contrary.

Australia strongly supports the United Nations' role in Burma, and the personal
engagement of UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon. I am disappointed that the
Burmese regime did not engage Secretary General Ban more positively during his
visit to Burma early last month.

Australia will now consult closely with the international community - including the
United Nations and Australia's ASEAN partners - on the need to put even more
pressure on the Burmese regime to move down the path of democracy.

Australia maintains financial sanctions against the Burmese regime. The Government
will now move to update these and keep them focused for maximum impact.

Cyprus
On 13 July 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, issued a
media release on the Cyprus peace settlement negotiations. An extract from Mr
Smith's release follows:
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While in transit in the Republic of Cyprus today on my way to Malta I met with Mr
Yasser Sabra, Coordinator of the United Nations Good Offices Mission, to discuss
developments in the Cyprus peace process.

Our discussions focused on the progress achieved so far, including the welcome
opening of the Limnitis Crossing, which demonstrated what can be achieved when
there is determination on both sides, and on the prospects for achieving a
comprehensive settlement.

Australia encourages both sides to retain their commitment to the settlement
negotiations, and to show leadership and vision in addressing and resolving the
challenging issues which remain.

Australia is a long-standing supporter of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of
the Republic of Cyprus and has a deep commitment to a just and lasting settlement
of the Cyprus dispute.

Since 1964, Australian police officers have served continually as part of the United
Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP), making a valuable contribution
to the maintenance of peace and stability on the island.

There are currently 15 Australian Federal Police officers serving with UNFICYP. I
met with current and former Australian officers of UNFICYP when I visited Cyprus
in October last year.

Australia has maintained a Special Representative for Cyprus since 1998. The
present Special Representative, Ambassador to France, David Ritchie, was appointed
in July 2008, reflecting the importance Australia attaches to the UN Secretary-
General's renewed efforts to resolve the long-running Cyprus dispute.

My predecessor, former Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer, is the
United Nations Secretary-General's Special Adviser on Cyprus, also reflecting
Australia's long standing contribution and commitment to a resolution in Cyprus.

II. Law of the Sea

Fisheries - Management

On 14 November 2009, Australia participated in the International Consultations on
the Proposed South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation, which
adopted the Convention on the Conservation and Management of High Seas
Resources of the South Pacific Ocean. An extract from that Convention follows:

The objective of this Convention is, through the application of the precautionary
approach and an ecosystem approach to fisheries management, to ensure the long-
term conservation and sustainable use of fishery resources and, in so doing, to
safeguard the marine ecosystems in which these resources occur.

In giving effect to the objective of this Convention and carrying out decision making
under this Convention, the Contracting Parties, the Commission and subsidiary
bodies established under Article 6 paragraph 2 and Article 9 paragraph 1
shall...apply, in particular, the following principles;
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(i) conservation and management of fishery resources shall be conducted in a
transparent, accountable and inclusive manner, taking into account best
international practices;

(ii) fishing shall be commensurate with the sustainable use of fishery resources
taking into account the impacts on non-target and associated or dependent
species and the general obligation to protect and preserve the marine
environment;

(iii) overfishing and excess fishing capacity shall be prevented or eliminated;

(iv) full and accurate data on fishing, including information relating to impacts
on the marine ecosystems in which fishery resources occur, shall be
collected, verified, reported and shared in a timely and appropriate manner;

(v) decisions shall be based on the best scientific and technical information
available and the advice of all relevant subsidiary bodies;

(vi) cooperation and coordination among Contracting Parties shall be promoted
to ensure that conservation and management measures adopted by the
Commission and conservation and management measures applied in respect
of the same fishery resources in areas under national jurisdiction are
compatible;

(vii) marine ecosystems shall be protected, in particular those ecosystems which
have long recovery times following disturbance;

(viii) the interests of developing States, in particular the least developed among
them and small island developing States, and of territories and possessions,
and the needs of developing State coastal communities, shall be recognised;

(ix) effective compliance with conservation and management measures shall be
ensured and sanctions for any violations shall be adequate in severity to
discourage violations wherever they occur and in particular shall deprive
offenders of the benefits accruing from their illegal activities; and

(x) pollution and waste originating from fishing vessels, discards, catch by lost
or abandoned gear and impacts on other species and marine ecosystems shall
be minimised.

Fisheries - Southern Bluefin Tuna

On 26 October 2009, the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Mr Tony
Burke, issued a media release on Australia's effort to protect Southern Bluefin
Tuna. An extract from Mr Burke's release follows:

The Australian Government worked with its regional partners to reach agreement on
the future sustainability of the Southern Bluefin Tuna fishery. Minister Tony Burke
welcomed the outcome of the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin
Tuna (CCSBT) in Korea, following very difficult negotiations.

"It was important that all countries agree on how to address the dangerously low
stock levels, which were causing concern for the sustainability and future
profitability of the industry," Mr Burke said.

Members of the CCSBT include Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Indonesia, the
Republic of Korea and the Fishing Entity of Taiwan with cooperating non-members
the Philippines, South Africa and the European Community.
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The commission plays a vital role in managing stock levels and met to discuss the
latest scientific evidence. It agreed that catch reductions will need to be sustained for
a considerable period of time to allow the stock to be rebuilt. In 2010, members will
work on new international rules to apply from 2012, which would be designed to
ensure the critical fishery has a long-term future. In the meantime, key Southern
Bluefin Tuna fishing countries, including Australia, will reduce average catch rates
by 25 per cent over the next two years. Australia's average catch per year will be
reduced from 5,265 tonnes to 4,015 tonnes over 2010 and 2011.

"The decision to further reduce Southern Bluefin catch was not taken lightly,"
Minister Burke said.

"It was a tough decision which recognised that further international action was
needed if we were to have a chance of saving this important fishery from collapse."

"The agreement provides hope for the long-term profitability and sustainability of
the stock," Mr Burke said.

"If we had failed to take international action now, the entire Southern Bluefin Tuna
industry could collapse, which would have a devastating impact on the Port Lincoln
economy.

"We want to see a profitable Southern Bluefin Tuna industry continue in Australia
for the long-term - it's important for jobs and important for regional economies."

Maritime Arrangements - Timor Sea

On 2 June 2009, the Australian Embassy in Dili, East Timor, issued a statement in
response to claims in the Timorese media regarding the Greater Sunrise gas field.
An extract from the Embassy's release follows:

The Greater Sunrise gas field overlaps an area of exclusive Australian jurisdiction
and an area jointly managed by Timor-Leste and Australia.

Timor-Leste and Australia are partners on this project. We are not negotiating
anything now because we have already agreed on how we will together manage and
share the resources of the Timor Sea. Decisions about how to move forward will be
made jointly, not just by one of the two countries.

The treaties between Timor-Leste and Australia, which set out the agreements made
between our two countries provide for joint management of allocation of rights to
extract the resources to private companies and of the process of extraction. They also
specify how the revenues from production sharing agreements and company tax
revenues paid by the private companies will be shared.

For the Joint Petroleum Development Area (which includes the already operating
Bayu Undan field), these are 90% to Timor Leste and 10% to Australia. For the
Greater Sunrise field, of which 80% is in an area of exclusive Australian jurisdiction,
petroleum taxation revenue is equally shared 50% to Timor-Leste and 50% to
Australia.

It is the companies who will be taking the risk in investing the billions of dollars
required to establish the infrastructure necessary to extract and process the gas, so it
is they, not our government, who must determine how best to process the gas, so its
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they, not our governments, who must determine how best to do it. The governments'
role is to ensure that they do so in an efficient, safe and environmentally sound way.

III. Aviation and Space Law

Aviation - Air Services Arrangements - Qatar

On 12 March 2009, the Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, Regional

Development and Local Government, Mr Anthony Albanese, issued a media release

concerning expanded air services arrangements with Qatar. An extract from Mr

Albanese's release follows:

Today I am pleased to announce Australia and Qatar have settled new air services
arrangements, and that Qatar Airways will commence services to Sydney and
Melbourne in late 2009.

Qatar Airways new services will boost Australia's aviation industry and tourism, and
the new air service arrangements will open up new routes - increasing choice and
competition for Australian travellers.

The new arrangements with Qatar were agreed in February and will allow Qatar
Airways to provide a total of 14 services per week to Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney
or Perth. In the past they were only allowed seven services per week, and access to
Sydney was delayed for 12 months.

The Government has ensured the benefits of increased services are shared among our
most popular locations, with Qatar's airlines only allowed to operate a maximum of
seven services per week to any one of these destinations.

To encourage international airlines to service Australia's regional destinations,
unrestricted access remains available to all other Australian airports.

The new arrangements will allow Australian international carriers to operate through
Qatar to any point in the European Union and five other points in the Middle East
and Africa. Previously, Australian airlines could only operate services to 10 points
beyond Qatar in the Middle East, UK/Europe and Africa.

Australian and Qatari airlines can now develop a variety of international air services
and improve connection to destinations in Europe, Africa and the Middle East.
Consumers will have a wide range of services and fares to choose from as these new
services develop over time.

Any new services introduced will, of course, meet Australia's strict aviation and
safety requirements.

Aviation - Air Services Arrangements - The Philippines

On 19 March 2009, the Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, Regional

Development and Local Government, Mr Anthony Albanese, issued a media release

concerning expanded air services arrangements with The Philippines. An extract

from Mr Albanese's release follows:

Australia and The Philippines have agreed to new air services arrangements, opening
the way for expanded services on the routes between our two countries.

Under the new arrangements, Australian and Philippine airlines are now able to offer
up to 4,000 seats each way per week between major Australian destinations
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(Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and/or Sydney) and Manila and/or Clark in the
Philippines.

Over time, and in response to demand, the new limit can be increased to 6,000 seats.
Previously, the limit was 2,500 seats too low to satisfy current demand.

Aviation - Ratification of the Montreal Convention
On 29 January 2009, the Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Local Government, Mr Anthony Albanese, issued a media release
concerning Australia's ratification of the Convention for the Unification of Certain
Rules for International Carriage by Air (adopted 28 May 1999) (Montreal
Convention). An extract from Mr Albanese's release follows:

Australians flying overseas will now receive fairer and timelier compensation in the
event they lose their luggage, their flight is extensively delayed or they are involved
in an airline accident.

The new arrangements follow Australia's recent ratification of the Montreal
Convention. This multilateral agreement includes new, tougher liability regimes for:

* The death or injury of a passenger;

* The loss or damage to a passenger's baggage;

* The loss or damage to a freight shipment; and

* Delays to the scheduled arrival of a passenger, baggage or freight.

Every year almost 6 million Australians travel overseas. Now each of them can do so
confident that in the unlikely event that the unthinkable happens, they or their
families will be financially compensated.

Under the Convention, airlines can be required to compensate passengers for all
proven damages. This compares to the old system where compensation was
commonly capped at an amount set in the 1920s in a currency that no longer exists.

The compensation cap has been removed entirely in the case of death or injury.

Some 86 countries have already ratified the Convention, including most major
destinations for Australian travellers. The US, Japan, China and New Zealand did so
in 2003, while the UK and most European Union countries signed on in 2004.

Space - Registration of Space Objects
On 21 September 2009, the Permanent Mission of Australia to the United Nations
in Vienna notified the United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs of a man-made
object of unknown provenance found in Australia. An extract from the Mission's
notification follows:

The Permanent Mission of Australia to the United Nations (Vienna) presents its
compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and has the honour to
notify the United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs, pursuant to Article 5 of the
Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of
Objects Launched into Outer Space, of a space object of unascertained origin that
landed in Australian territory (see Annex for description of the space object).

The Australian Government has not been able to identify the authority that launched
the object. The Australian Government accordingly seeks the assistance of the Office
for Outer Space Affairs to identify the launching authority and would be grateful if
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the Office would request launching authorities to examine their records and advise
the Australian Government if they believe the object may have been launched by
them.

The Australian Government wishes to advise the Office for Outer Space Affairs of its
intention to await responses from launching authorities for a period of six months
following the date of this note. At the expiry of this period, should the object remain
unclaimed, the Australian Government shall deem the object to have been
abandoned by the authority that launched it. The Australian Government considers
this course of action sufficient to meet the requirements of Article 5 of the
Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of
Objects Launched into Outer Space.

On 22 September 2009, the Permanent Mission of Australia to the United
Nations in Vienna notified the United Nations Secretary-General of the launch of a
commercial satellite by the Australian Government in August 2009. An extract from
the Mission's notification follows:

The Australian Permanent Mission to the United Nations Office in Vienna presents
its compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and, in accordance
with Article IV of the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer
Space (General Assembly Resolution 3235 (XXIX), annex), has the honour to
furnish information concerning the Optus D3 satellite launched by the Government
of Australia in August 2009.

IV. International Criminal Law

International Criminal Court (ICC)
On 29 October 2009, New Zealand's Permanent Representative to the United
Nations in New York, Mr Jim McLay, delivered a statement on behalf of Canada,
Australia and New Zealand (CANZ) to the Sixty-Fourth United Nations General
Assembly regarding the ICC. An extract from Mr McLay's statement follows:

I have the honour to speak today on behalf of Canada, Australia and New Zealand -
the CANZ group, which commends the International Criminal Court for all that it
has accomplished to date.

The Rome Statute is on its way to achieving universal acceptance. We can take great
pride in the fact that the Statute has attracted 110 States Parties in just over a decade.
We commend States Parties for having committed themselves to full implementation
of the Rome Statute, and to ending impunity for grave crimes. We thank also those
States Parties and Non-Governmental Organisations which have actively promoted
universality and full implementation of the Statute in the wider community.

Every year since its inception, the ICC has reached important milestones in its
development - and 2009 has been no exception. The Court is now fully operational.
The Office of the Prosecutor is investigating crimes and has issued warrants against
alleged perpetrators in four situations. Several other situations are also under
analysis. 2009 has seen the commencement ofthe Court's first trial as well as its first
voluntary appearance.

Next year will see another key "first" for the Court - when the inaugural ICC
Review Conference convenes in Uganda. The location of the Conference is a
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positive reflection on Africa's constructive engagement with the Court over this last
decade.

As the 2010 Review Conference draws closer, we encourage States and stakeholders
to continue working together to ensure its success. Tangible progress has been made
in the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression. There appears to be
broad support for much of this work, particularly in relation to the definition of the
crime and its elements. Although some challenging issues remain, CANZ will do its
utmost to help bring these important negotiations to a successful conclusion. We
encourage other States to do the same.

We further encourage States not to overburden the Review Conference with too

many other proposals to amend the Rome Statute. These should only be considered
if they enjoy broad support, promote universality and address the Court's most
pressing needs. Whilst the Review Conference will be the first opportunity to
consider amendments to the Rome Statute, it will not be the last. The Review
Conference will also provide a unique opportunity to undertake a high-level stock-
take of international criminal justice - to assess its concrete achievements,
challenges and lessons learnt, and to identify practical, meaningful ways to further
strengthen the Court.

While the Court reaches its key milestones, it continues to face challenges. In
addition to the practical matters that need to be resolved to allow it to operate
effectively and efficiently, it is also faced by more overarching issues:

First, the Court does not yet have a global reach and universalisation must remain a
primary goal. In the lead-up to the Review Conference, we encourage States that
have not yet done so to become party to the Rome Statute and contribute to ending
impunity.

Secondly, the Court relies on States and international and regional organisations to
provide the necessary political, moral and practical support to enable the Court to
fulfil its mandate. Assistance and cooperation must be provided to, among other
things, aid in the arrest and surrender of accused persons, gather evidence and
enforce sentences. To this end, we call on all States to cooperate with the Court and
its processes. And we call, in particular, on the governments of Sudan and Uganda to
act on the outstanding arrest warrants issued by the ICC, and to play their part in
assisting the Court to ensure that justice is done.

CANZ will continue to provide the Court with our strong and unwavering support.
We will also do our utmost to help make the Review Conference a success and
encourage all participants to do the same.

Terrorism - Counter-Terrorism - Listing of AI-Shabaab

On 21 August 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and the

Attorney-General, Mr Robert McClelland, issued a joint media release announcing

the listing of Al-Shabaab as a terrorist organisation. An extract from that joint

release follows:

The Australian Government has listed Al-Shabaab as a terrorist organisation under
the Criminal Code and the Charter of the United Nations Act. The listing follows
advice from security agencies that Al-Shabaab is either directly or indirectly engaged
in, preparing, planning, assisting or fostering terrorist acts.
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Al-Shabaab is a Somali militant group which has been conducting a violent
insurgency against the Somali Government, Ethiopian forces in support of the
Somali Government and African Union peacekeeping forces.

Al-Shabaab is linked to Al-Qa'ida which is also listed as a terrorist organisation. The
listing of Al-Shabaab under the Criminal Code means that it will be an offence to be
a member of, associate with, train with, provide training for, receive funds from,
make funds available to, direct or recruit for Al-Shabaab.

The listing of Al-Shabaab under the Charter of the United Nations Act gives effect to
Australia's international obligations to freeze the assets of persons and entities
involved in the commission of terrorist acts. Under the Charter of the United Nations
Act, it is a criminal offence to use or deal with the assets of, or to make assets
available to, a listed person or entity.

Terrorism - Counter-Terrorism - United Nations

On 6 October 2009, New Zealand's Permanent Representative to the United
Nations in New York, Mr Jim McLay, delivered a statement on behalf of CANZ to
the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly regarding measures
to eliminate international terrorism. An extract from Mr McLay's statement follows:

CANZ supports the UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy as an important guide
for international counter-terrorism efforts. We urge all States to continue their efforts
to implement that Global Strategy, to meet their obligations under the three, key
counter-terrorism-related Security Council Resolutions 1267, 1373 and 1540, and to
support the work of the committees established by those resolutions.

To this end, CANZ strongly supports UNSC Resolution 1822, which directs the
1267 Committee to improve its procedures for the listing and delisting of terrorist
entities. In particular, we support the work carried out by the Committee to review
all names on the Consolidated List of terrorist entities by June 2010, and to improve
its delisting procedures. These changes will help ensure a greater level of
transparency and accountability.

Meeting international counter-terrorism obligations is challenging and can place
significant burdens on small developing States, such as those of the Pacific Islands
Forum, which face multiple security challenges with very limited governmental
resources. We call on the Security Council to be mindful of these special
circumstances, and we urge UN agencies to adopt a practical approach in their
dealings with these countries. We particularly welcome the work of the Terrorism
Prevention Branch of the UN Office on Drugs and Crime in assisting with drafting
national counter-terrorism legislation and in developing a comprehensive, online
database of related legal resources and tools.

The multilateral system has been effective in setting international standards for
effective responses to counter-terrorism. CANZ values the 16 universal counter-
terrorism instruments, and urges all States to implement these conventions and
protocols; and we support the current work of the International Civil Aviation
Organisation to develop protocols that will update the Hague and Montreal
Conventions.

Closing the remaining gaps in the international counter-terrorism legal framework is
vital; and CANZ therefore urges renewed efforts to conclude a comprehensive
convention on international terrorism. Such a convention would demonstrate an
unambiguous, global, political commitment to criminalise all terrorist acts and
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facilitate cooperation in prosecuting the perpetrators of such atrocities. Adoption of a
comprehensive convention would build on existing, sector-specific conventions and
protocols and allow us to address the increasingly diverse threats and methods of
terrorism that are faced globally. We therefore welcome the efforts of delegations in
this Committee, and in the Ad Hoc Committee, to resolve the key outstanding issues.

Australia's counter-terrorism capacity-building efforts are focused in South-East
Asia. Australia is working collaboratively with its Southeast Asian neighbours on a
wide range of CT issues including law enforcement, legal frameworks, terrorism
financing, transport security and border security. Australia has an International Legal
Assistance Unit dedicated to working with Asian, Pacific and African countries to
develop legislation implementing international counter-terrorism conventions and
protocols and related Security Council Resolutions.

On 13 November 2009, the Deputy Permanent Representative of Australia to
the United Nations in New York, Mr Andrew Goledzinowski, delivered a statement
during a briefing by the Chairs of subsidiary bodies of the Security Council on
measures to eliminate international terrorism. An extract from Mr Goledzinowski's
statement follows:

Australia wishes to record its appreciation and strong support for the work of the
Committees established by the United Nations Security Council Resolutions
(UNSCR) 1267, 1373 and 1540, with the assistance of the Counter-Terrorism
Executive Directorate (CTED). A global effort is needed to counter terrorism
effectively and multilateral action through the United Nations system is a vital
element in any international strategy to address terrorism and violent extremism.

Cooperation, especially in relation to streamline reporting regimes, assessment
missions and the facilitation of technical assistance, is particularly important. We
note, in this regard, the importance of all three Committees continuing to recognise
the regional context of their activities.

The relationship of the subsidiary bodies with other international organisations is
also important. My delegation would like to draw attention to a recent Best Practices
Paper adopted by the Financial Action Task Force on implementing terrorist asset
freezing obligations arising from both UNSCR 1267 and 1373. As Co-Chair of the
Project Team that developed this paper, Australia would like to acknowledge the
significant contribution of both the 1267 Committee and CTED to this work.

Continual institutional review is crucial and we commend the 1267 Committee on its
review of the consolidated list and the conclusion of procedure for drafting narrative
summaries on the reasons for listing each entry. This approach could be a model for
other regimes to follow.

The UN has the unique capacity to set international norms and standards on
countering terrorism and encourage adherence to them - a capacity my delegation
will continue to support.
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Transnational Organised Crime - People Smuggling
On 8 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, held a
press conference to discuss people smuggling issues related to Sri Lanka. An extract
from Mr Smith's conference follows:

There is a necessary process in place. We continue to be in discussions with
Indonesia and also the asylum seekers on the boat and our objective remains an
orderly and peaceful disembarkation of the asylum seekers from the Oceanic Viking.

It is quite clear that the people on the boat are claiming asylum and as a
consequence, they will need to be assessed by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. I think it's already on the public record that some
people on board the boat have previously been considered by the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees and accorded refugee status. Some people on the
boat have previously registered with the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees as intending to claim asylum, and other people on the boat have effectively
indicated they desire to do that. So the first issue, or the first part of the process is
consideration of those asylum seeker claims by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees.

Given that the claimants themselves are from Sri Lanka, we are certainly not
proposing to take up the suggestion of the leader of the National Party in the Senate
that they be returned to Sri Lanka. In advance of a proper assessment of their claims
that, in my view, would be in breach of our international obligations and in breach of
the Refugee Convention. The leader of National Party in the Senate and the National
Party may believe that's appropriate, but the Government certainly does not.

So the starting point for the 78 asylum seekers onboard the Oceanic Viking remains
an orderly disembarkation and then a proper assessment by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees of their status. If, in the event any onboard are shown
not to be refugees, then in the normal course of events, they would be returned to
their country of origin in accordance with the UNHCR procedures.

To return asylum seekers to their country of origin without a proper assessment of
their claim for asylum would, in my view, be in breach of our international
obligations and in breach of the Refugee Convention. What is first required is an
orderly assessment of their status by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees.

So, we are certainly not proposing to send the Oceanic Viking to Sri Lanka.

There is a long-standing, there is a process already in place which has been there for
a number of years where people who are accorded asylum in Indonesia are resettled
from Indonesia with a range of other countries. Australia is one of those countries,
New Zealand is another one of those countries, United States, Canada, there are
some European countries - Sweden or Norway or both. And in recent years,
Australia has received its share of refugees from Indonesia.

So any one of the 78 who are accorded refugee status by the UNHCR would be
resettled in accordance with the existing arrangements, and Australia would expect
that some of those would come to Australia. But equally, other countries, whether it's
New Zealand, Canada, the United States and the other participating countries would
also expect to receive some of them. So, there's an existing arrangement for the
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resettlement of asylum seekers who are accorded refugee status in Indonesia and
Australia takes part in that and we have for a number of years, probably half a dozen
years.

On 9 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
issued a media release announcing the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding
with Sri Lanka on legal cooperation against people smuggling. An extract from Mr
Smith's release follows:

I welcome today's signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Sri
Lanka on legal cooperation against people smuggling.

The MOU was signed by Australia's Special Representative to Sri Lanka, John
McCarthy, and Sri Lanka's Justice Secretary, Suhada Gamalath.

The MOU is the culmination of close cooperation between officials from Australia
and Sri Lanka, under the guidance of the Minister for Home Affairs, Brendan
O'Connor and his Sri Lankan counterpart, Minister of Justice and Law Reforms, Mr
Milinda Morogoda, whom I met today.

I congratulate both Ministers on the successful outcome of their work.

The MOU will deepen Australia's cooperation with Sri Lanka on people smuggling.
It will increase opportunities for investigating and prosecuting people smugglers and
seizing the proceeds of their criminal activity.

Procedures relating to extradition and mutual legal assistance in people smuggling
and related activity will be strengthened.

Both Australia and Sri Lanka will also undertake capacity building measures
including specialised training and technical assistance.

Australia's cooperation with Sri Lanka is a key element in the Government's efforts
to strengthen regional cooperation against people smuggling, involving source,
transit and destination countries.

United Nations - Criminal Accountability of United Nations Experts
and Officials

On 13 October 2009, the Parliamentary Adviser to the Australian Permanent
Mission to the United Nations in New York, Mr Paul Neville, delivered a statement
to the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly on the criminal
accountability of United Nations experts and officials on mission. An extract from
Mr Neville's statement follows:

Criminal accountability is a fundamental pillar of the rule of law. As the Secretary
General has said, the rule of law requires all persons to be accountable to laws that
are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated, and
which are consistent with international human rights norms and standards.

CANZ considers that the United Nations, by its conduct, must set the highest
standards of respect for the rule of law that it seeks to foster around the globe.
Ensuring that United Nations officials and experts on mission are held accountable
for criminal acts is crucial to the organisation's integrity and effectiveness. It also
sends an importance message of deterrence.

We commend the Secretary General's report 64/183 implementing General
Assembly resolution 63/119. The report's mapping of the extent to which national
laws provide jurisdiction over nationals serving as United Nations officials or
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experts is a useful step forward. This information should assist to identify legislative
gaps in national criminal jurisdictions and determine the scope of the problem more
broadly.

CANZ considers, however, that more remains to be done by the community of States
that make up the UN to close the jurisdictional gap. We call on States to respond to
General Assembly resolution 62/63 and to consider establishing jurisdiction over
senous crimes committed by their nationals whilst serving as UN officials and
experts on mission, and to report on efforts taken to investigate and, where
appropriate, prosecute their nationals for such crimes.

Over the longer term, CANZ supports, in principle, the Secretariat's proposal for a
convention that requires Member States to exercise criminal jurisdiction over their
nationals who are participating in United Nations operations abroad. CANZ would
welcome further discussions in this regard.

V. Human Rights and Social Law

Human Rights - Death Penalty and Corporal Punishment
On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the

United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian National

Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations General

Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

One enduring global human rights concern is the death penalty. Australia strongly
opposes the death penalty and we reiterate our support for a moratorium on
executions. We call on countries retaining the death penalty to follow the example
set recently by the Republic of Togo in abolishing the death penalty.

We want to register our opposition to corporal punishment when used as a criminal
sanction by Governments. Floggings, amputations and such methods of criminal
punishment have no place in any judicial system in the 21st century.

Human Rights - Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the

United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian National

Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations General

Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

We draw continuing inspiration from the work of our former Foreign Minister and
third President of the General Assembly, Dr Evatt, whose influence is reflected in
Article 55 of the United Nations Charter. This article - which became known at the
San Francisco conference as the 'Australian pledge' - commits the UN to promote
'higher standards of living, full employment and conditions of economic and social
progress and development'. Evatt's vision remains as important today as it was in
1945. Faced with global food, debt and financial crises, it is critical that the
international community acknowledge the importance of economic, social and
cultural rights, as well as civil and political rights.

The international community should - as Australia does - recognise that the
processes of development must be equitable and accessible to all, including to the
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most vulnerable. Individuals and communities must have the right to participate in
the development processes that affect them.

Australia looks forward to using our seat on the Economic and Social Council to
advance the realisation of these fundamental rights - and widespread adherence to
the treaties that support their implementation.

Human Rights - Indigenous Rights

On 20 October 2009, the Deputy Permanent Representative of Australia to the
United Nations in New York, Mr Andrew Goledzinowski, delivered a statement to
the Third Committee of the United Nations General Assembly regarding indigenous
issues. An extract from Mr Goledzinowski's statement follows:

The Australian Government has taken significant steps to build a new relationship
with Indigenous Australians built on mutual respect and good faith. We value this
opportunity to update this Committee on recent developments in Australia.

On 13 February last year Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, in addressing the national
parliament offered a motion of Apology to Australia's Indigenous Peoples. In doing
so he acknowledged the legacy of trauma and grief in Aboriginal and Torres Islander
communities as a result of colonisation, forced removals and other past government
policies. This apology marked the beginning of a new relationship between
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous Australians, where
reconciliation, healing and new hope was possible.

To address underlying grief and trauma in Indigenous communities, funding has
been committed to a new Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Healing Foundation.

This year on 3 April Australia has announced its support for the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

The Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms
of indigenous people, Professor James Anaya, recently visited Australia on invitation
from the Australian Government. We look forward to giving due consideration to his
full report when it is released.

Our efforts to reset the relationship have been backed by an unprecedented level of
new investment to Close the Gap in living standards between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous Australians. Objective benchmarks and targets have been developed and
the Prime Minister has committed himself to report to the first session of parliament
each year on progress in achieving those goals.

* Australian Governments will invest $5.5 billion over ten years in remote
area Indigenous housing.

* Over $800 million will be invested over four years to prevent and better
manage chronic disease.

* Over six years $291.2 million will be invested to address the needs of
remote communities, working in partnership with Indigenous peoples.

I could continue to cite figures on measures Australia is taking to closing the gap on
Indigenous disadvantage but the message is that the Government recognises
Australia still has a long way to go to undo the decades of neglect and poor
implementation of previous investment. Closing the gap will require sustained
commitment and action over the long term.
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For example, we are moving what we call the Northern Territory Emergency
Response towards a sustainable development phase and ensuring that measures are
consistent with our international human rights obligations.

Reflecting the principles of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, we
are committed to supporting the establishment of a National Indigenous
Representative Body. A proposed model has been developed through a consultation
process led and driven by Indigenous people. The Government is committed to
seeing this body established by the end of this year.

Native title is an important means by which Indigenous Australians, and their rights
and interests under traditional laws and customs, are recognised. Through recent
amendments to the Native Title Act 1993, the Australian Government has made
institutional changes to facilitate the faster resolution of native title claims with
better outcomes.

The Australian Government has also announced a National Indigenous Languages
Policy aimed at keeping Indigenous languages alive and supporting Indigenous
Australians to connect with their language, culture and country.

Over a period of more than 160 years the remains of Indigenous Australians were
collected, usually without consent, by explorers, travellers and scientists and shipped
off to museums and private collections across the world.

Indigenous Australians believe those ancestral spirits cannot rest until they are
returned to their home country.

The Government is committed to working with Indigenous people, other countries,
museums and private collectors to repatriate ancestral remains as quickly as possible.

These commitments and initiatives reflect the Australian Government's
determination that relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians be
based on equality, partnership, good faith and mutual respect. We look forward to
updating this Committee on future progress.

Human Rights - Sexual Orientation and Gender Equity
On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the
United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian National
Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations General
Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

Realisation of gender equity is fundamental to the achievement of economic
development. Australia welcomes strengthened institutional arrangements to support
gender equity and the empowerment of women. We support efforts to establish a
composite UN agency for women. We look forward to the swift appointment of a
strong and competent Under-Secretary-General to build a dynamic entity able to
fulfil its mandate. Gender architecture reform will better enable member states to
achieve gender equality and women's empowerment nationally, as well as to fulfil
international commitments to women.

The time has come for all countries to address discrimination against individuals on
the basis of their sexual orientation and gender identity. The Australian Government
has introduced reforms to enable same-sex couples and their children to have the
same entitlements as opposite sex de facto couples under our national law.
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Human Rights - Situations - Burma

On 14 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
responded to a parliamentary question on notice regarding the human rights
situation in Burma. An extract of Mr Smith's response follows:

(1) ... A central message in representations to the Burmese regime has consistently
been the Government's call for the immediate and unconditional release of all

political prisoners, including Aung San Suu Kyi. The detention of Aung San Suu

Kyi is repeatedly protested by the Government directly to the Burmese regime.

(2) ... The situation in Burma is a foreign policy priority for the Government. It has

been, and continues to be, the subject of numerous diplomatic discussions and

representations between Australian officials and those of other governments

including by Australian Ambassadors, embassy staff, and visiting officials, as well as

with members of the diplomatic corps in Canberra. Consistent with the practice of

successive Governments, I do not intend to elaborate further as it would be
inappropriate to provide details of confidential discussions with other governments.

(3) ...The Government, through the Australian Embassy in Rangoon, has made a
number of representations on Aung San Suu Kyi's treatment in detention, including
pressing the authorities to ensure she has access to medical care and legal advice.

(4) ... I have raised Aung San Suu Kyi's situation with the ASEAN Secretary-
General. I have also discussed Burma with my ASEAN counterparts. Australia's
Ambassador to ASEAN meets regularly with representatives from the ASEAN
Secretariat and member countries. She discusses a range of issues including relevant

human rights matters and the situation in Burma.

On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to
the United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian
National Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations
General Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

We have consistently called for democratic reform and reconciliation in Myanmar,
including the release of all political prisoners. While condemning the conviction of
Aung San Suu Kyi on spurious charges in August, we welcome the recent contact

between her and the Myanmar Government, and we urge genuine dialogue. Australia
strongly supports the engagement of the UN Secretary-General on Myanmar, and we
urge Myanmar to respond constructively to his proposals.

Human Rights - Situations - China

On 4 June 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, delivered a statement to
Parliament concerning the twentieth anniversary of the Tiananmen Square
demonstration. An extract from Mr Rudd's statement follows:

We recognise the advances made since that time [the 1980s] in a number of areas,

including economic and social developments as well as positive steps in terms of the

rule of law and political rights. Of course, in our view there is considerable room
still for further progress.

The protesters at the time were calling for less corruption, greater media freedom and
greater openness in government, and these of course remain challenges with which

the Chinese government today is grappling. It remains the Australian government's
view that it is in our national interest to further develop a broad and substantive
relationship with China, and within the relationship the question of human rights is
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an important dimension. Australia continues to raise our concerns about human
rights with China. I have raised these matters in the past with Chinese leaders and I
will do so in the future. The government believes that continued engagement with
China is the best way to support improvement in human rights in that country.

On 25 June 2009, Special Minister of State and Cabinet Secretary, Senator John

Faulkner, as the Minister representing the Minister for Foreign Affairs in the

Senate, responded to a question on the Government's response to the detention of

human rights activist Dr Liu Xiaobo in China. An extract from Senator Faulkner's

response follows:

... the government will continue to make representations to China on the detention of
Charter 08 signatories and others who were exercising internationally recognised
liberties including freedom of speech.

Australia will continue to engage frankly with China on questions of human rights,
including higher level meetings through the Australia-China Human Rights
Dialogue...we believe the best way to encourage China to make further progress on
human rights issues is through those channels...

the Australian government regularly raises its concerns on human rights and does so
directly with China's leaders.

On 26 October 2009 the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a speech to the Australian National University's China Institute, entitled

'China Relations: A Long-Term View'. An extract from Mr Smith's speech follows:

We recognise the significant economic and social progress that has been made in
China on many fronts, and look forward to its continuation.

At the same time, we recognise the challenges that lie ahead for China's
development, including environmental and population pressures, and other areas of
interest to the Australian community, such as strengthening the rule of law and
protection of human rights.

We therefore welcome the increased high-level engagement and cooperation that is
taking place at a political level, as well as the growing interdependence of our two
economies.

We also welcome the burgeoning contacts between our peoples, and the benefits
these bring to our society.

We welcome the opportunities to work constructively with China on issues of
regional and international importance.

We look forward with confidence to China's further development and full
participation in the global community.

We are optimistic that China will emerge into a "harmonious world" as a
"responsible stakeholder".

Human Rights - Situations - Democratic People's Republic of Korea
(DPRK)

On 20 March 2009, the Minster for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, made an

address to the ninth International Conference on North Korean Human Rights and

Refugees. An extract from Mr Smith's address follows:
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The human rights situation above the 38th parallel is appalling. Famine, torture,
disappearances, arbitrary detention, repression and countless other indignities have
been visited on the people of North Korea by their own leaders.

It is over 60 years now since the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. The
international structures and systems that have developed to support that Declaration
have faced and still face a severe test in dealing with North Korea.

We seek to strengthen international action by working to bolster international
systems and promote international respect for human rights standards.

We act where we can to promote human rights in North Korea but, like many
members of the international community, we are under no illusion that our actions
alone will bring about change.

Since 1994-95, Australia has contributed $75.7 million in humanitarian assistance to
the people of North Korea. Our commitments this financial year are A$6.75 million
to date.

Australia also consistently registers our deep human rights concern bilaterally with
the North Korean Government. Our Ambassador to South Korea visited Pyongyang
earlier this month to express our position.

Australia is therefore active in international fora in encouraging human rights
institutions to take coordinated action.

Australia co-sponsored a resolution on the human rights situation in North Korea at
the most recent UN General Assembly late last year.

That resolution expressed serious concern over reports of systematic violation of
human rights, including torture and inhuman conditions of detention as well as
violations of economic, social and cultural rights which have led to severe
malnutrition and health problems.

We are looking to co-sponsor a similar resolution in the Human Rights Council over
coming days and are working in Geneva to ensure a robust text.

Australia also supports the renewal of the mandate of the Special Rapporteur,
Professor Muntabhom, to ensure that a human rights expert appointed by the Human
Rights Council continues to report specifically on the situation in North Korea.

On 17 September 2009, Labor Senator for Tasmania, Mr Nick Sherry, made a
statement to the Senate. An extract from Senator Sherry's statement follows:

The Government is deeply troubled by the human rights situation in North Korea,
which can rightly be described as appalling and among the worst in the world. The
Government appreciates the interest shown by Senators and Members of the House
of Representatives in human rights in North Korea and welcomes Senator Brown's
action in drawing to the attention of the Senate the matter of labour concentration
camps in North Korea.

Australia maintains diplomatic relations with North Korea, and our Ambassador,
based in Seoul, visits Pyongyang from time-to-time. During those visits, he raises
Australia's concerns about human rights with North Korean officials.
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Unsurprisingly, however, the North Korean Government does not allow outside
scrutiny of the human rights situation in the country and does not allow foreigners
access to labour camps or other detention facilities. Indeed, the North Korean
Government denies the very existence of forced labour camps for political prisoners.

North Korea's system of prison camps causes great suffering to many thousands of

people, but, as the Minister for Foreign Affairs said in his address to the conference
on North Korean Human Rights and Refugees in Melbourne in March, millions
more North Korean people are suffering under a brutal regime that commits human
rights violations ranging from denial of the simple right to food and basic necessities
to torture and arbitrary execution.

As does the rest of the international community, the Australian Government holds
grave concerns about the threat posed by North Korea's nuclear and ballistic missile
programs, but we do not let that blind us to our concerns for the plight of ordinary
North Koreans.

The Government uses the opportunities we have for direct contact with the North

Korean Government to press it to take seriously the world's concerns about its
appalling human rights record, and we regularly raise the issue in multilateral fora,
including through our regular co-sponsorship of a resolution on North Korean
Human Rights in the Third Committee of the UN General Assembly. We also
regularly raise with China, in our bilateral human rights dialogue, the situation of
North Koreans who escape across the border into China.

Human Rights - Situations - Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC)

On 3 December 2009, Australia made a statement on the DRC's human rights

record to the Sixth Session of the Universal Periodic Review Working Group of the

Human Rights Council. An extract from Australia's statement follows:

We welcome steps to implement the 23rd March 2009 Agreements and regional
cooperation, including between the DRC and Rwanda.

We are concerned that the risk of genocidal violence is real. We recommend that the
Government bring to account individuals and groups who use inflammatory rhetoric.
We are also concerned that human rights abuses by the armed forces, government
funded non-state armed groups, intelligence services and security services continue
unabated.

We recommend that International Criminal Court arrest warrants be executed
regardless of rank; the Rome Statute be enacted into domestic law; demobilisation
and (re)integration be accelerated; and the UN Security Council's recommendations
on military officer screening and transitional justice be implemented.

We commend the DRC on steps taken to implement its Kimberley Process
obligations noting its recent nomination as Chair. We recommend that natural
resources management be further strengthened to end the diversion of profits to fund
armed conflict.

We are deeply concerned by the ongoing recruitment of child soldiers. We
recommend all parties to the conflict, including the government, commit to action
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plans identifying, releasing, and ensuring reintegration, and preventing the further
recruitment of children.

We welcome the DRC's endorsement of the UN Secretary-General's comprehensive
strategy to combat sexual violence in the DRC, and would appreciate elaboration
from the delegation on what measures will be undertaken to ensure robust
implementation.

We note and support recommendations by the UN Security Council, the OHCHR,
and the UN Development Assistance Framework that the DRC seek technical
assistance from the international community in the interests of better fulfilling its
international human rights obligations.

Human Rights - Situations - Equatorial Guinea
On 9 December 2009, Australia made a statement on Equatorial Guinea's human
rights record to the Sixth Session of the Universal Periodic Review Working Group
of the Human Rights Council. An extract from Australia's statement follows:

We welcome positive measures taken by the Government of Equatorial Guinea to
better protect the economic and social rights of its citizens, including by
guaranteeing free primary education. We welcome progress made on some women's
and children's rights.

Australia notes with concern reports of sexual abuse, child trafficking, child labour
and child prostitution, forced marriages, and discrimination against women and
vulnerable groups.

We recommend Equatorial Guinea strengthen efforts to fulfil obligations under the
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and
the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).

We welcome legislation providing severe criminal penalties for official corruption.

We recommend that Equatorial Guinea accede to the United Nations Convention
against Corruption (1995) and ensure a proper audit of funds allocated for social
services.

We were deeply concerned by the findings of the Special Rapporteur on the use of
torture. We welcome legislative efforts to prevent torture and ill-treatment, as
contained in Law 6/2006. Can Equatorial Guinea advise whether it intends to
remove its reservations to articles 28 and 30 of the Convention Against Torture, and
accede to the Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture? We note, in
accordance with article 5 of the Convention Against Torture, that any statement
which is established to have been made as a result of torture, should not be invoked
as evidence in any proceedings.

We share concerns raised by the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing regarding
forced evictions. We recommend that all forms of forced displacement cease, in
accordance with the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement of 1998.
We note and support the recommendations of the Human Rights Committee,
Committee on the Rights of the Child, Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of
opinion and expression, and the United Nations Development Assistance Framework
(UNDAF) that Equatorial Guinea seek technical assistance from the international
community to help prioritise the promotion of good governance, access to basic
services, gender equality, and reform of the justice system.
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Human Rights - Situations - Eritrea

On 30 November 2009, Australia made a statement on Eritrea's human rights

record to the Sixth Session of the Universal Periodic Review Working Group of the

Human Rights Council. An extract from Australia's statement follows:

We would like to commend Eritrea for the adoption of the law abolishing female

genital mutilation in 2007. We note that this law was backed up by a five-year
strategic plan and awareness-raising campaigns. We strongly hope that these

measures are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

Australia is deeply concerned about the UN and civil society summary reports

regarding the right to life, liberty and security of the person. We note reports of

extra-judicial killings, torture and other cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment. We

recommend that these allegations be investigated and any perpetrators be brought to

justice.

Australia also notes that the civil society summary report expresses concern about

'secret' detention facilities in Eritrea. Australia recommends that independent

monitors be allowed to access all Eritrean detention facilities and that international

standards of law in the treatment of prisoners be respected by Eritrea.

Australia shares the concerns of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or

belief on reports of detention and torture of religious minority groups on the basis of

their religious beliefs. We recommend that the Eritrean Government take steps to

ensure that freedom of religion is respected.

Australia shares the concerns of the Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of

opinion and expression in Eritrea. This includes reports of journalists in Eritrea

being arbitrarily arrested and detained. We note in particular the case of journalist

Dawit Isaac. We recommend that the 1997 constitution be implemented, and that the

rights that this document enshrines, including freedom of expression, be actively

protected.

We also note the concerns raised by the Special Representative of the Secretary-

General on the situation of human rights defenders regarding restrictions placed on

Eritrean and international non-governmental organisations. We recommend that

these restrictions be reviewed and eased.

Human Rights - Situations - Ethiopia

On 9 December 2009, Australia made a statement on Ethiopia's human rights

record to the Sixth Session of the Universal Periodic Review Working Group of the

Human Rights Council. An extract from Australia's statement follows:

We recognise Ethiopia has formulated a range of policies that aim to enhance human

rights, in areas such as education, housing and women's rights. We commend
Ethiopia's efforts to increase primary school enrolments, improve access to higher

education and develop health services. We support continued efforts for

improvement in these areas.

The civil society summary report indicates significant human rights concerns relating

to the treatment of ethnic minorities in the course of internal conflict in Ethiopia.

There have been calls for independent investigations into these allegations. We

would welcome advice from Ethiopia on whether it intends to undertake such

investigations, and details of steps that Ethiopia intends to take to ensure that ethnic
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minorities, women and children and those in areas affected by conflict, enjoy full
protection of their human rights.

We remain concerned about limitations on civil and political rights, including in
relation to freedom of expression and civil society. We note that the UN independent
expert on minority issues has stated that the Ethiopian Government should ensure
civil society groups are free from interference and harassment.

We also note concerns about political detainees in Ethiopia, including the case of
detained political leader Birtukan Mideksa. We recommend the Ethiopian
Government take steps to ensure civil and political rights are upheld, including
freedom of expression and freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention. We also
recommend that Ethiopia agree to the visit of the Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression.

Human Rights - Situations - Fiji
On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the
United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian National
Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations General
Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

Unfortunately, some countries have failed to live up to their obligations to their
people.

The situation in Fiji has worsened since April when the military regime abrogated
the Constitution, imposed draconian Public Emergency Regulations, dismissed the
judiciary and delayed elections until 2014. We call on the regime in Fiji to withdraw
immediately these regulations, to make good on its commitment to genuine dialogue,
and to move quickly to free and fair elections.

Human Rights - Situations - Iran

On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the
United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian National
Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations General
Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

We share longstanding concerns about Iran's fulfillment of its human rights
obligations. Iranians should have the right to peaceful protest and free expression of
their political views. We deplore the violence that followed the June presidential
elections. We are concerned by the continued detention of so-called opponents of the
regime, executions of juvenile offenders and discrimination against minorities such
as the Baha'is. Australia urges Iran to ensure transparency in its judicial system, and
to investigate fully reports of torture, rape and death in detention.

Human Rights - Sri Lanka
On 14 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a statement to the House of Representatives regarding Sri Lanka. An
extract from Mr Smith's statement follows:

Some community members advised of their view of the need to address war crimes
that were allegedly committed by both sides during the conflict. I responded that, in
the interests of reconciliation, it was important that allegations of human rights
abuses be dealt with through a credible and independent process. It was clear to me
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from our positive and productive discussion of the important role that diaspora
groups will play in Sri Lanka's future. I encourage all members of the diaspora to
look for ways to engage constructively to promote the well-being and future
prosperity of all Sri Lankans. Reconciliation will take time and will require sustained
effort by Sri Lanka, its diaspora and the international community to overcome the
grief, resentment and anger, and the lack of confidence and trust that is the inevitable
consequence of decades of armed conflict.

Australia's belief is that Sri Lankan democracy, rule of law and security would be
enhanced by a strong civil society and an independent and free media. The Sri
Lankan Government must seize the opportunity to promote the political freedoms
that enable all citizens to have a stake in Sri Lanka's success.

On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to

the United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian

National Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations

General Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

Australia, along with the international community, continues to monitor closely the
Sri Lankan Government's progress on the difficult challenge of its internally
displaced people, including on their resettlement, as well as how it institutes political
reform and reconciliation. Success in these areas is the key to creating a peaceful,
stable and prosperous future for Sri Lanka.

On 16 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a statement to the House of Representatives regarding Sri Lanka. An

extract from Mr Smith's statement follows:

Finally, it is absolutely essential-and here Sri Lanka needs both the urgings and the
assistance of Australia and the international community-that, having won the war,
the Sri Lankan government now needs to win the peace. That can only be done
through a process of reconciliation, through a process of political rapprochement,
through a process of healing. It is very important that the Sri Lankan government
continues to move on this front, continues to look seriously at questions of
devolution, continues to ensure that all Sri Lankans have a view that they have a
share in the country's future. I made the point that Australia has made publicly in the
past, that at the end of the conflict there are very many allegations of atrocities and
breaches of human rights. We expect that these atrocities will be independently and
credibly investigated. We welcome the fact that Sri Lanka has responded to the
report of the United States Department of State by establishing a commission of
inquiry. We will watch that very closely and we hope that that will be a credible and
independent investigation of these allegations made on both sides of the conflict.

Human Rights - Situations - Zimbabwe

On 15 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a statement to the House of Representatives on the situation in Zimbabwe.

An extract from Mr Smith's statement follows:

Today is the anniversary of the signing on 15 September 2008 of the agreement
which created the Inclusive Zimbabwe Government under the joint leadership of
Robert Mugabe as President and Morgan Tsvangirai as Prime Minister.

That agreement has become known as the Global Political Agreement.
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Australia has been proud to play a role in Zimbabwe's recent progress.

Australia has been at the forefront of international efforts - both political and
humanitarian - to assist Zimbabwe.

In recent years, Australia's assistance to Zimbabwe has been humanitarian. Most of
that has necessarily been emergency food aid to assist the people of Zimbabwe
during a severe humanitarian crisis.

After the new Government was sworn in on 13 February this year, Australia was one
of the first countries to deliver assistance in a manner that has become known as
'humanitarian plus' assistance.

This goes beyond purely emergency humanitarian relief, to include longer term
measures to help restore essential services such as water, education and healthcare.

Since the establishment of the Inclusive Government, Australia has provided more
than $20 million in assistance to Zimbabwe.

The Government supports Prime Minister Tsvangirai in his view that the Global
Political Agreement currently presents the best prospect of a better future for
Zimbabwe.

Australia supports the role of Zimbabwe's neighbours, through the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC), in overseeing the Global Political Agreement.

It is vital that the parties to the Global Political Agreement fully implement and
respect all its provisions.

Zimbabwe's repressive media legislation remains in place. State media continues to
be controlled by ZANU-PF as a propaganda tool.

Reports of human rights violations continue, as do farm invasions.

Prominent human rights activist Jestina Mukoko, after being grossly mistreated in
detention, still faces charges of conspiring to overthrow Mr Mugabe.

While the Global Political Agreement stipulates a clear timetable for constitutional
reform, progress has slowed to a crawl.

Prime Minister Tsvangirai has said he is not able to stand by and allow ongoing
violations of the power-sharing agreement to continue and has called on Zimbabwe's
neighbours, in particular SADC countries, for assistance.

Human Rights - United Nations Special Procedures
On 28 October 2009, Australia's Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the
United Nations in New York, Mr Gary Quinlan, delivered the Australian National
Statement on Human Rights to the Third Committee of the United Nations General
Assembly. An extract from Mr Quinlan's statement follows:

The strength of the Australian Government's engagement on human rights reflects
our conviction that national implementation of human rights standards is paramount.
And vital global human rights institutions and initiatives should guide and assist
States in this process.

For this reason the international community must use the forthcoming review of the
Human Rights Council to assess the effectiveness of the international human rights
system.
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Australia has been encouraged by aspects of the Council's work, particularly the
Universal Periodic Review and the valuable work of the Special Procedure mandate
holders. We value the independence of the Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights. And we believe the Human Rights Council can do more to respond
to urgent human rights challenges.

In this endeavour, and in the promotion, protection and realisation of human rights
more broadly, Australia will remain an active and constructive partner.

Social Law - Reciprocal Health Care Agreement - Slovenia

On 11 March 2009, the Minister for Health and Ageing, Ms Nicola Roxon, issued a

media release on the occasion of the signing of the Reciprocal Health Care

Agreement between Australia and Slovenia. An extract from Ms Roxon's release

follows:

Under the agreement, Australians who visit or travel in Slovenia will be covered for
subsidised treatment under its public health system for services that are necessary
during the stay, including hospital and medical care and prescription drugs.

Slovenians visiting Australia will receive similar benefits under our Medicare
system.

The agreement, which will begin in 2010, was signed in Canberra this morning by
Slovenia's Charge d'Affaires in Australia, Mr Gregor Kozovinc. I was the signatory
on behalf of the Australian Government.

The agreement will contribute to the wellbeing of Australians who visit Slovenia for

business or for holidays, and will particularly benefit older people who have medical
conditions that make it difficult for them to acquire travel insurance.

Social Law - Social Security Agreement - the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia

On 26 October 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and the Minister for

Community Services, Ms Jenny Macklin, issued a joint media release on the

conclusion of a Social Security Agreement between Australia and the former

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. An extract from that joint release follows:

From 2011, when the Agreement is expected to commence, people who have spent
part of their adult lives in Australia and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
will have access to pensions from both countries.

Under the Agreement, former Australian residents living in the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia will have access to the Age Pension, while those who have
come to Australia from the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia now living in
Australia will have access to their old age, disability and survivors' benefits.

This Agreement gives people more freedom to move between both countries,
knowing that their pension rights will be recognised and protected.

It recognises the reality that many people live and work in more than one country
and this requires arrangements which safeguard their retirement income.

As well as improving access to pensions, the Agreement will also encourage further

business ties between both countries.
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It will remove the requirement for compulsory contributions to be paid into both
countries' superannuation and pension insurance systems for temporarily seconded
workers.

VI. International Economic and Trade Law

Bilateral Economic Cooperation - European Union
On 23 June 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, and European Trade
Commissioner, Baroness Catherine Ashton, jointly witnessed the initialling of a
draft text amending the 1998 Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA) on
Conformity Assessment Certificates and Markings between Australia and the
European Community, and issued a media release. An extract from that joint release
follows:

The MRA facilitates trade by allowing conformity assessment (testing, inspection
and certification) of products traded between Europe and Australia to be undertaken
in the exporting country, rather than on arrival in the importing country. It applies to
a wide range of sectors, ranging from medical devices to low voltage electrical
equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment (mobile phones, fax
machines, etc). The new text has adapted the original agreement signed in 1998 to
the evolving legal and economic context. The agreement covers goods worth around
EUR 8 billion in annual bilateral trade.

Bilateral Economic Cooperation - Japan
On 27 October 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, and Japanese
Minister for Economy, Trade and Industry, Mr Masayuki Naoshima, issued a joint
statement following the first Japan and Australia Trade and Economic Ministerial
Dialogue to discuss trade and economic policy issues. An extract from that joint
statement follows:

The two Ministers reaffirmed their commitment to working towards a comprehensive
and mutually-beneficial Free Trade Agreement / Economic Partnership Agreement
as a key part of the strong bilateral relationship. They expressed their intention to
work creatively and constructively with a view to making further progress.

The two Ministers noted the call by G20 Leaders in Pittsburgh to conclude
negotiations in the WTO Doha Round in 2010 and reaffirmed the need for active and
high-level political engagement in the negotiations as soon as possible.

The two Ministers emphasised the need for rapid completion of a comprehensive,
fair and effective single legal framework in which all major countries can participate
and called for agreement on ambitious targets for all major countries, in climate
change negotiations in Copenhagen in December.

Bilateral Economic Cooperation - New Zealand
On 20 August 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and New Zealand Prime
Minister, Mr John Key, issued a joint Statement of Intent on a Single Economic
Market Outcomes Framework. An extract from that joint statement follows:
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We, the Prime Ministers of Australia and New Zealand, signalled last March that we
are committed to accelerating regulatory harmonisation and alignment in order to
stimulate business and create jobs. To that end, we have agreed on a framework of
principles and a range of shared medium term practical outcomes for developing
cross border economic initiatives.

The outcomes framework supports an aspirational Single Economic Market (SEM)
agenda, and will in the short-term drive pragmatic initiatives and set clear timelines
for the work programme. A key element within the framework is a deliberate move
from consideration purely of national benefits in policy development, to
consideration of the net trans-Tasman benefit. The outcomes we seek to achieve
complement and build on the extensive work already underway under the SEM.
They will accelerate and deepen trans-Tasman regulatory integration as part of a
broader SEM.

The outcomes framework articulates the goals we seek to achieve in specific areas
while keeping open the range of options for achieving these outcomes. These options
need not necessarily involve harmonisation of law or the creation of joint institutions
but may take other pragmatic approaches.

We have already identified a range of shared outcomes in the areas of insolvency
law, financial reporting policy, financial services policy, competition policy,
business reporting, corporations law, personal property securities law, intellectual
property law, and consumer policy.

This outcomes framework represents the next phase in a substantive and long term
commitment by our two countries to remove the barriers that stand in the way of our
aspiration of an SEM.

Bilateral Economic Cooperation - United States
On 16 October 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean issued a media
release concerning the Australia-United States Ministerial Trade Talks
(AUSMINTT). An extract from Mr Crean's release follows:

The Minister for Trade, Simon Crean, met today with the United States Trade
Representative, Ambassador Ron Kirk, in Washington DC for annual trade and
economic talks.

Today's Australia-United States Ministerial Trade Talks (AUSMINTT) were the first
held with Ambassador Kirk and the Obama Administration. The annual talks reflect
the strong trade and economic relationship between our two countries. In 2008, two-
way trade in goods and services was $55 billion and two-way investment was $813
billion.

AUSMINTT provides the opportunity to discuss a broad range of bilateral, regional
and global trade and economic issues that impact on Australia and US interests. The
breadth and depth of the bilateral relationship allows our two countries to work
closely together regionally, such as in APEC which the US will host in 2011, and
multilaterally in the WTO, the G20 and in other fora.

Minister Crean and Ambassador Kirk agreed there was great potential to build on the
Australia-US Free Trade Agreement to open up new commercial opportunities.
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"With the services sector contributing more than 70 per cent of growth and 20-30
per cent of exports in our respective economies, we are working with the United
States on continuing to expand access for high quality professional service providers
Australia has to offer the US market," Mr Crean said.

Free Trade Agreements - ASEAN and New Zealand
On 16 March 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, tabled in the House of

Representatives, the Agreement establishing the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand

Free Trade Area (AANZFTA) and its accompanying national interest analysis, and

delivered an associated statement to the House. An extract from Mr Crean's

statement follows:

The FTA represents the culmination of diplomatic initiatives and efforts dating back
to the Hawke-Keating Labor governments in the early 1990s to strengthen economic
ties with ASEAN. The AANZFTA negotiations originated at a conference in
Melbourne in November 1993, to explore the prospects for a link between the
ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) and the Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic
Relations (CER) Trade Agreement. That original suggestion for AANZFTA came
four years after the first formal meeting of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation.

AANZFTA will provide a strong platform and legal framework for our economic
engagement with the region for years to come.

This is the largest free trade agreement Australia has ever signed and will reduce or
eliminate tariffs across a region that is home to 600 million people and a region with
a combined GDP of A$3.2 trillion. It will bind current low tariffs and over time
eliminate tariffs on between 90 and 100 per cent of tariff lines, covering 96 per cent
of Australian exports to the region.

Australia's trade with ASEAN, as a bloc, exceeds our trade with Japan, China or the
United States.

AANZFTA is the most comprehensive FTA that ASEAN has concluded. It is more
comprehensive and deeper than ASEAN's other FTAs with China, Japan and Korea.

On 16 September 2009, the Minister for Home Affairs, Mr Brendan O'Connor,

delivered a second reading speech to Parliament regarding a relevant bill for the

implementation of AANZFTA. An extract from Mr O'Connor's speech follows:

The free trade agreement was signed on 27 February 2009 by the Minister for Trade,
the Hon. Simon Crean MP, and representatives of the 11 other parties to the
agreement, namely New Zealand and the ASEAN member states of Brunei
Darussalam, Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.

The free trade agreement is a comprehensive agreement that will provide Australian
exporters and investors with improved export market access, certainty and
transparency in ASEAN markets.

This is the largest free trade agreement Australia has concluded. ASEAN member
states and New Zealand together account for 20 per cent of Australia's total trade in
goods and services, which were worth $112 billion in 2008.
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Australia will eliminate, over time, all tariffs on imports from the parties to the
agreement.

In order to implement the agreement, two acts require amendment-the Customs Act
1901 and the Customs Tariff Act 1995.

The Customs Amendment (ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade Agreement
Implementation) Bill 2009 contains proposed amendments to the Customs Act 1901.
These amendments give effect to Australia's obligations under chapter 3 of the free
trade agreement dealing with rules of origin.

A complementary bill, the Customs Tariff Amendment (ASEAN-Australia-New
Zealand Free Trade Agreement) Bill 2009, will amend the Customs Tariff Act 1995
to set out Australia's schedule of tariff commitments.

On 25 October 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and the Minister for
Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a joint media release concerning the entry into force
of AANZFTA. An extract from that joint release follows:

The largest Free Trade Agreement Australia has ever concluded will come into force
on 1 January 2010, following discussion between ASEAN leaders today.

The Agreement will cover a massive 20% of Australia's two-way trade, worth $112
billion.

The deal will eliminate tariffs on 96 per cent of our current exports to ASEAN
nations by 2020.

Currently, only 67 per cent of our exports to the region are tariff-free.

This will be the most comprehensive Free Trade Agreement to enter into force for
ASEAN, covering a range of areas including:

Goods, Services, Investment, Intellectual property and E-commerce.

Free Trade Agreements - Chile

On 10 February 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release concerning the forthcoming entry into force of the Australia-Chile Free
Trade Agreement. An extract from Mr Crean's release follows:

The Australia-Chile Free Trade Agreement will come into force on 6 March, 2009.

It is the most comprehensive outcome on goods in any FTA that Australia has
negotiated with another agricultural producing country since the Closer Economic
Relations agreement with New Zealand signed by the Labor Government in 1983.

The Agreement eliminates immediately Chile's tariffs on almost 92 per cent of tariff
lines covering 97 per cent of goods currently traded. This includes Australian coal,
meat, wine and key dairy exports and all other industrial goods of interest to
Australia. Tariffs on all existing merchandise trade will be eliminated by 2015.
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As Australia is one of the largest sources of foreign direct investment in Chile, it is
notable that the Agreement includes access to and strong protections for Australian
investment in Chile, including a right for investors to protect their investments
directly through investor-state dispute settlement," Mr Crean said.

Reflecting the Government's increasing focus on helping services suppliers, the
Agreement includes commitments by Chile to maintain an open and non-
discriminatory market for Australian services, including in important sectors for
Australia such as education, professional services, mining, engineering, management
consulting and financial services.

Free Trade Agreements - China

On 7 May 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a speech at the
fifteenth Anniversary Dinner of the Australian Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai.
An extract from Mr Crean's speech follows:

Australia is in the midst of negotiations of a Free Trade Agreement with China.

I have often said we need the Chinese to show flexibility on market access for
Australian agricultural goods and for Australian investment into China which must
be part of the FTA. Investment is a two-way street. But we are not waiting for the
Free Trade Agreement to be completed, we are also pursuing a second track of
commercial links at the business-to-business and government-to-business level.

On 20 October 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, responded to a
Parliamentary question on notice about the Australia-China Free Trade Agreement
negotiations. An extract from Mr Crean's response follows:

(a) The last round of negotiations for an Australia-China free trade agreement
(FTA) was held on 1 to 5 December 2008. The round continued discussion
of respective sensitivities to tariff liberalisation and requests for services and
investment liberalisation. Progress was made on the text of many of the
FTA's chapters.

(b) Ministerial and officials-level discussions have been continuing, but the next
formal round of negotiations has not been scheduled, as yet. Most recently,
informal discussions led by chief negotiators were held in Beijing on 7-8
September 2009.

On 30 October 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, issued a media
release containing an Australia-China joint statement which was made during the
visit to Australia by Vice Premier Li Keqiang of the State Council of the People's
Republic of China. An extract from Mr Rudd's release follows:

Recognising that the combined GDP of our two economies is greater than US$5
trillion, the two sides agreed that China and Australia enjoy strong economic
complementarity, and it serves the common interests of both sides to advance
economic, trade and investment cooperation on the basis of reciprocity and mutual
benefit. Australia is a long-term stable supplier of mineral and energy resources to
China. China is a competitive supplier of goods to Australia. The two sides will
continue to conduct mutually beneficial trade in accordance with market principles.
The two sides reaffirmed their commitment to open trade and investment policies,
opposition to protectionism in all forms and support for the early conclusion of the
WTO Doha Round. The two sides believe that the conclusion of a comprehensive,
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high quality, balanced and mutually beneficial bilateral free trade agreement through
negotiations serves the long-term interests of both China and Australia. Given that it
has been four years since negotiations started, both sides agreed to work together in
a positive and a practical spirit to conclude negotiations and reflected their
determination to conclude negotiations as rapidly as possible. The Australian side
stated in clear terms that it welcomes investment from China, as China welcomes
investment from Australia. Australia sees China's increased investment interest as a
positive development that will further consolidate the Australia-China economic
relationship. China also sees great scope for increased Australian investment in
China. Both sides will adopt active measures to facilitate trade and investment
cooperation between enterprises of the two countries. Both sides welcomed recent
growth in two-way trade and investment.

Free Trade Agreements - Indonesia
On 19 February 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release concerning the eighth Australia-Indonesia Trade Ministers' Meeting. An
extract from Mr Crean's release follows:

The Minister for Trade Simon Crean and Indonesia's Minister for Trade, Dr Mari E
Pangestu, met today in Sydney for talks aimed at strengthening the bilateral trade
and investment relationship.

Both Ministers welcomed the final draft of the Joint Feasibility Study on an
Indonesia-Australia Free Trade Agreement. The study found that a comprehensive
FTA would build on the solid foundation of the ASEAN-Australia New Zealand
FTA and provide worthwhile gains for both countries.

"An FTA between Australia and Indonesia would be a major step forward in the
bilateral trade and economic relationship. Both governments must now consider the
study. I will discuss the next steps with my Ministerial colleagues, including
undertaking a process of further public consultation," Mr Crean said.

"The Australia-Indonesia trade relationship has not kept pace with the growing
strength of many other aspects of the bilateral relationship. A bilateral FTA could
help realise the significant untapped potential in our trade relationship."

On 19 February 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release on talks with Indonesia's Minister for Trade, Dr Mari Pangestu. An extract
from Mr Crean's release follows:

Both Ministers welcomed the final draft of the Joint Feasibility Study on an
Indonesia-Australia Free Trade Agreement.

"We agreed that an FTA which covers trade, investment and capacity building issues
would be the best way to build a new economic partnership between Indonesia and
Australia," Mr Crean said.

On 20 February 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a
speech to the 2009 Conference on 'Australia and Indonesia: Partners in a New Era'.
An extract from Mr Crean's speech follows:

One of the first tasks we set in the trade portfolio was to bring forward the feasibility
study into a potential Indonesia-Australia Free Trade Agreement. We've received the
study yesterday. And we're pleased to say it shows that a comprehensive free trade
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agreement would both complement the multilateral trading system and deliver
worthwhile gains to both economies.

More importantly, we agreed that an FTA which covers trade, investment and
capacity building issues would be the best way to build a new economic partnership
between Indonesia and Australia.

It's our shared view that a bilateral FTA could help realise the untapped potential in
our two-way trade relationship, now worth around $10 billion, but which is
underdone.

Free Trade Agreements - Japan

On 18 March 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered

an address at the Australian National University on the Australia-Japan relationship.

An extract from Mr Smith's address follows:

The fact that we're negotiating a bilateral FTA is, in itself, symbolic of the depth of
Australia's engagement with Japan: it is the first FTA negotiation Japan has entered
into with a major developed country.

We should recommit our two countries to completing a high-quality FTA and to do
so within a reasonable timeframe, both for the economic advantages that it would
bring to each of our countries, and for the signal it will send to the rest of the world
in these difficult economic times.

There are, of course, sensitivities that need to be carefully addressed, but there is
abundant scope to liberalise key areas.

The services sector in particular is one whose potential is largely untapped.

Services make up over 75 per cent of the economies of both countries. But financial
services, and services generally, are greatly under-represented in our trade. In 2007-
08, services accounted for only 8.3 per cent of our total trade with Japan.

Concluding the FTA is a big task, but it's one that neither Crawford nor Nishi would
have shirked.

On 27 October 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered an

address to the Australia New Zealand Chamber of Commerce in Tokyo, Japan,

concerning Australia's trade relationship with Japan. An extract from Mr Crean's

speech follows:

What's needed, of course, is to try and conclude this elusive [Australia-Japan
Economic Partnership Agreement] (EPA) with Japan. That has proven difficult
because of agriculture. And the truth of it is that, in terms of what Japan has put on
the table, it effectively excludes any access for our agricultural produce. We've made
the point that we can't settle on that basis, we need a comprehensive agreement.

We have to make some hard decisions ourselves in terms of our manufacturing
sector, not the least of which is the auto sector, and that is going to be a hard debate
within our economy. But it's a debate we should be prepared to have because it's in

the interests of both countries if we can get the comprehensiveness of this agreement
together and tackle the really important areas of opportunity within the services.

... Investment in many ways is the new form of trade. Because no longer is trade just
about moving goods.. .They [the Japanese] understand the importance of investment.
We've got to convince them about the two-way street dimension of investment...So,
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we've been making a very strong pitch, we're arguing very strongly that within the
FTA, the EPA there has to be a strong services and investment focus.

Free Trade Agreements - Malaysia
On 4 August 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media release
concerning boosting trade links with Malaysia. An extract from Mr Crean's release
follows:

"There is a great opportunity for our bilateral FTA with Malaysia to build on the
platform laid out by the historic AANZFTA agreement," Mr Crean said.

"In particular, there are opportunities for greater cooperation in the automotive
sector, logistics, construction technology, urban design as well as Islamic finance.

Malaysia is our third largest trading partner in ASEAN with two-way trade worth
more than $15.5 billion last year, but we can strengthen and deepen the commercial
relationship".

MAFTA negotiations will begin in mid-August when officials meet in Kuala
Lumpur. These talks were put on hold during the AANZFTA negotiations.

Free Trade Agreements - Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic
Relations Plus (PACER Plus)

On 18 August 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a statement
to Parliament on the decision by Pacific Forum Islands Leaders to commence
PACER Plus negotiations. An extract from Mr Crean's speech follows:

This decision is not only an important commitment to the future prosperity of our
immediate region, but an important building block to further economic integration
within and capacity building for the region.

I have talked in this place and elsewhere often of the twin pillars approach to trade
reform-reform at the border and structural reform behind the border. I do that
because there is no point simply opening up markets if countries are not competitive
enough or productive enough to take advantage of the consequent liberalisation.

The reason is that in the case of developing countries it is complicated by the fact
that they do not always have the capacity to undertake the structural reforms.
Capacity building is essential. That is what is recognised in PACER Plus. It is
putting the substance into the 'Plus' through aid for trade that responds to the needs
identified by Pacific island nations. It could be country specific or it could be
common to the region.

Quite frankly, from the point of view of trade, Australia is not primarily pursuing the
PACER Plus agreement from the perspective of commercial benefit. Australia's
primary objective with PACER Plus is a more sustainable and prosperous Pacific -
an aspiration that I am sure we all share. To not address these aspects of capacity
building could easily result in not only underperformance or stagnation but failed
states. This objective is born out of all of the evidence that demonstrates that
prosperity can be secured by countries engaging effectively with trade.

Another issue going to capacity is the negotiating capacity constraints faced by
forum island countries. To overcome this we have committed to providing forum
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island countries with appropriate negotiating and technical capacity building and
support. This will enable forum island countries to fully participate in the
negotiations and, ultimately, to reap the benefits of the new opportunities this
agreement has the potential to deliver.

Australia and New Zealand have also committed to providing $500,000 each a year
for three years to help fund the Office of the Chief Trade Adviser (OCTA). This will
be based in Vanuatu and it will be there to provide independent support and advice
to forum island countries over the course of the negotiations. Not only is its
independence guaranteed but the office can also seek additional funding from other
donors and, indeed, is encouraged to do so.

The Rudd Government in Australia and the Key Government in New Zealand have

not pushed for the activation of the relevant provisions of PACER, which is a
separate issue to PACER Plus- and I will explain that in a minute. But we did not
push to activate the initiatives under PACER, which we were entitled to do because
they had commenced with the EU. We chose not to go down that path even before
the problems with Fiji.

I should highlight that, when I am talking about PACER Plus, I am referring to the
forum's consideration of a new regional trade and economic integration agreement.
This is completely separate from the PACER agreement. I recognise that the similar
names - PACER and PACER Plus - have the potential to be confusing. But what is
disingenuous in that confusion is the attempt by some to find a legal link between
the two for the purposes of the Fiji issue, a country, I might say, which is
increasingly showing little respect for the law.

The unanimous recommendation of trade ministers and the decision of the Pacific
Islands Leaders' is to commence negotiations. It is not a commitment to conclude
negotiations. Conclusion of the negotiations will be a product of the success of those
negotiations.

On 23 October 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, and the

Parliamentary Secretary for Trade, Mr Anthony Byrne, issued a joint media release

on PACER Plus. An extract from that joint release follows:

The first Ministerial negotiations for a new Pacific economic integration and trade
agreement will be held today and tomorrow.

Ministers from Pacific Island Forum countries will be joining Minister for Trade,
Simon Crean and Parliamentary Secretary for Trade, Anthony Byrne in Brisbane.

"We want to build economic resilience in the Pacific region," said Mr Crean, who
will chair the meeting.

"I am convinced that the negotiation of this new agreement - underpinned by trade

capacity building and development assistance - will help create jobs, enhance
private sector growth, raise standards of living and boost the long-term economic
prospects of Forum Island countries."

Pacific Island Forum Leaders agreed in Cairns in August to launch the PACER Plus
negotiations.
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As part of a wider assistance package, Australia is providing A$1.5 million over
three years toward establishing the Office of the Chief Trade Adviser, which will be
providing independent support and advice to Forum Island Countries during the
negotiations.

Free Trade Agreements - Republic of Korea
On 5 March 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and the President of the
Republic of Korea, Mr Lee Myung-bak, held a joint press conference at Parliament
House. An extract from that press conference follows:

.. would like to announce today that Australia and the Republic of Korea have
agreed to commence formal negotiations on a free trade agreement between our two
countries and our two economies.

This is a significant day. Korea and Australia are major trading partners with each
other. From Australia's point of view, Korea is our fourth largest export market in
the world. And our two ministers, our trade ministers will commence these
negotiations in May.

We take what is already a very good economic relationship between the two of us,
and we intend to make it even closer, even bigger, even better. And I thank the
President for agreeing to a suggestion I put to him when I visited the Blue House in
Seoul only last year.

On 5 March 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release concerning the launch of FTA negotiations with the Republic of Korea. An
extract from Mr Crean's release follows:

Mr Crean said that Korea had negotiated or was negotiating FTAs with the United
States, the European Union, Canada, ASEAN, New Zealand, Chile and others.

"Some of the concessions gained by other countries are a threat to Australian
exporters to Korea," he said. "So it's crucial for Australia to push ahead quickly with
negotiations".

Mr Crean added that the FTA could also strengthen services and investment links
between the two countries.

On 10 March 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a
statement to the House of Representatives regarding FTA negotiations with the
Republic of Korea. An extract from Mr Crean's statement follows:

It is my pleasure to announce to the House that the Government has decided to
launch negotiations on a bilateral free trade agreement (FTA) with the Republic of
Korea.

Closer economic integration with Korea, the only one of our top four export markets
with which Australia has not yet commenced or concluded FTA negotiations,
promises to deliver further gains for Australian exporters, investors, consumers and
the economy as a whole.

An FTA will enable Australia to protect and enhance the position of Australian
business in this market, particularly in the face of trade preferences that Korea is
gradually extending to our major competitors. This sentiment was a common feature
of the submissions received by the Government to date.
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An FTA will help protect Australia's competitive advantages in this important
market. It has particular importance for Australian resources and agricultural
producers, including the beef industry. We will also seek to improve opportunities
for services exporters, including the financial, education and legal sectors. The
agreement would also seek to enhance the position of Australian investors in the
Korean market.

An FTA also provides a means to strengthen institutional arrangements in each
country and provide a strong base for building flexible and productive commercial
relationships, supportive of further trade and investment.

On 18 May 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release concerning the launch of the first round of FTA negotiations with the
Republic of Korea. An extract from Mr Crean's release follows:

"I am delighted that Australia and South Korea have reached the point of
commencing FTA negotiations. A bilateral FTA is a natural step in the evolution of
our commercial relationship. It reflects the high degree of complementarity between
our economies and the shared commitment of the Governments of Australia and
South Korea to liberalised trade and investment, even in times of global economic
difficulty", Mr Crean said.

"Australia will pursue a comprehensive and commercially meaningful FTA with
South Korea - one that allows us to expand the traditional elements of what is
already a very substantial commercial relationship, but also opens up new
opportunities, particularly in services and investment."

Free Trade Agreements - Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP)
On 14 November 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release regarding the commencement of TPP negotiations. An extract from Mr
Crean's statement follows:

Minister for Trade Simon Crean has welcomed the comments from President Obama
and United States Trade Representative, Ron Kirk, that the US will participate in the
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP).

The announcement by the US will enable the TPP negotiation - comprising
Australia, Brunei, Chile, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the US and Vietnam - to
move forward.

Australia will host the first negotiating round of the TPP early next year.

"The eight participating countries all have quality FTAs themselves. The grouping
will define what it is we need for a modern 21st century trade agreement. The
intention is that the agreement will expand to include other countries willing to sign
up to the same principles," Mr Crean said.

"The negotiation will be conducted in a way that supports both our APEC objectives
and the multilateral system of the WTO. It is not a replacement for concluding the
Doha Round, but a complement to it."

The agreement will also be geared to addressing the needs of business and promoting
development and sustainability.

Behind the border regulatory barriers will be a priority. We will look for new
approaches in areas like services and the promotion of trade and investment. This
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will include new technologies and emerging economic sectors such as green
technology and the digital economy.

World Trade Organization - Multilateral Trade Negotiations - Doha
Round

On 5 August 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a speech to
the Sydney Institute on trade liberalisation and protectionism. An extract from Mr
Crean's speech follows:

... But there will always be the threat of protectionism and that is why concluding the
Doha Round is so important.

Concluding Doha is essential for two reasons. One, it's an economic stimulus, two, a
strengthened rules based system is the best insurance against protectionism.

I am pleased there is new political momentum for the conclusion of Doha.

It commenced in June in Bali with a meeting I chaired of the Cairns Group of
agricultural exporting nations, followed up by a meeting I chaired at the OECD in
Paris. This was reinforced by a strong commitment by the APEC trade ministers
meeting last month in Singapore. Early next month, India is hosting a meeting of
trade ministers in New Delhi in preparation for the meeting of G20 leaders in
Pittsburgh in late September.

APEC leaders will discuss Doha later in the year when they meet. Our hope is that
the renewed political momentum and the realisation we are now in the end game will
enable conclusion in 2010 as called for out of the recent G8+ meetings in L'Aquila.
We must ensure those clear messages at the political level are acted on in Geneva.

On 9 September 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a
statement to the House of Representatives regarding the progress of the Doha

Round. An extract from Mr Crean's statement follows:

For the last 18 months this Government has done everything possible to reactivate
the Doha Round, to find a way through the obstacles, to work with key players, to
find solutions.

We got very close to concluding the Round in July last year - we solved around
80% of the major issues.

Last year India and the US were seen as the major players holding-up a Doha
outcome. Since then, Australia has been at the forefront of drawing these countries
back into the negotiations - culminating in the outcomes in India last week. Progress
since July last year has been difficult. The timing of the appointment of the new US
Trade Representative and Indian elections have hampered efforts at quick resolution
of engagement and quick resolution of outstanding issues. We took the first decisive
road back to engagement at the Cairns Group meeting which I convened early in
June in Bali, a meeting that is now widely acknowledged as having provided a new
boost of political momentum to the Doha Round.

Australia has taken the-view that transparency of trade policy development is not just
about exposing protectionism - it's also about greater transparency and
understanding of the benefits of trade. Put simply, we need to highlight why trade is
good.
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As part of my recent intervention at the OECD Ministerial meeting in Paris in June
this year, I urged further analysis be undertaken by the OECD on the significance of
trade as a stimulus domestically and globally. How expanded trade brings benefits to
an economy. How we quantify that.

In the same way that the Australian Government recently released a study into the
impact for Australia of trade liberalization over the past 20 years.

What the Australian study showed was that trade liberalisation, along with the
structural reforms in the 1980s, and intensified focus on Asia, had been significant
factors along with the fiscal stimulus, in cushioning Australia from the Global
Financial Crises.

On 2 December 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, addressed the
media at the conclusion of the seventh WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva. An
extract from Mr Crean's address follows:

The last six months has seen, I think, important progress going forward in terms of
the Round. It is progress that has come about because we have had a number of
informal Ministerial engagements. Those Ministerial engagements have created
important new flexibilities in advancing the Round, most notably the recognition of
bilaterals and plurilateral processes within the multilateral framework for resolving
outstanding issues.

Doha of course wasn't the only issue that was to be discussed at this conference.
There were many other aspects - the question of the contribution of the WTO to
global recovery. Of course, the most significant contribution that we can make
through the WTO in the immediate sense is concluding the Round, because
historically each time there's been a Round concluded, the multiplier effect of trade
to a nation's GDP and its economic growth is widened, it magnifies. So in other
words, trade is an economic stimulus, trade is a stimulus that doesn't hit domestic
budgets.

The final thing that we'd like to see is opportunities open for stronger investment
flows within the region, because investment is the new form of trade. Trade isn't just
about moving goods. It's about moving services, but it's also about investment
moving into countries. Why? Because it gets closer to bigger markets, or it's part of
a global supply chain. So it's in Australia's interests as a country built on foreign
direct investment that we be more proactive in looking at opportunities for foreign
direct investment out of the country. Again that requires barriers to entry to be
tackled. So we see the WTO as being the framework of a rules-based system that
starts opening these doors, but we see a lot of unfinished business going forward in
terms of the regional architecture.

World Trade Organization - Multilateral Trade Negotiations - Doha
Round - Agricultural Export Subsidies and Protectionism

On 27 January 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a media
release expressing disappointment with the European Commission's decision to re-
introduce dairy export subsidies. An extract from Mr Crean's release follows:

With the deepening global financial crisis, it is crucial there is an internationally co-
ordinated approach to dealing with the worldwide downturn.
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Mr Crean will also conduct a series of bilateral meetings, including a dialogue with
the European Commission's Trade Commissioner Catherine Ashton.

The Australian Government has already expressed its disappointment with the recent
decision by the European Commission to re-introduce dairy export subsidies.

"This decision sends the wrong message at a crucial time," Mr Crean said. "Now
more than ever we need to keep trade flows open and get the benefit of the multiplier
effect of world trade. "Resorting to protectionism will not save jobs. "The economic
crisis is global and requires a global solution," Mr Crean said.

In Davos, Mr Crean will also participate in a series of key discussions as part of the
World Economic Forum aimed at finding ways to revive global economic growth
and to fight protectionism.

On 23 May 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, and the Minister for
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Mr Tony Burke, issued a joint media release
protesting the decision by the United States to re-introduce dairy export subsidies.
An extract from that joint release follows:

The US Government's plans to reintroduce dairy export subsidies are protectionist
and could lead to other countries blocking free trade, the Rudd Government said
today. Minister for Trade Simon Crean and Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry Tony Burke made the comments after an announcement yesterday by US
Secretary for Agriculture Tom Vilsack.

As a significant exporter of dairy, Australia views this action as a serious backward
step. The decision comes as dairy farmers around the world are struggling with the
global recession and lower milk prices. This move flies in the face of the
commitments made by G20 Leaders not to impose protectionist measures.

In taking this step, the US sends a negative signal to countries around the globe that
are tempted to introduce their own protectionist measures. The US announcement
follows the recent reintroduction of dairy export subsidies by the EU.

Australia protested strongly at the time of the EU decision. We said that the move
would invite retaliatory action, and we urged the US not to follow suit. Now, both
the EU and US are using export subsidies and setting a poor example for the rest of
the world. We strongly reaffirm the need for the US and the EU to show better
leadership.

The US decision also highlights the importance of concluding the WTO's Doha
Round, which will see the complete elimination of export subsidies. Earlier this year
the Australian Government raised the issue directly with Secretary Vilsack and wrote
to him last month urging the Administration to resist this course of action.

Following the announcement yesterday, Australia has already registered its objection
at senior levels with the US administration, through our Embassy in Washington.
"We will seek urgent meetings between the US, Australia and other non-subsidising
dairy exporters to help minimise the impact on Australia's export markets for dairy
products."

Minister for Trade Simon Crean said he had also spoken to New Zealand Trade
Minister Groser this morning. "We will be taking this issue up as a matter of priority
with other ministers at the Cairns Group meeting in Bali in early June," he said.
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Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry Tony Burke said Australian dairy
farmers had every right to be fed up and were already dealing with global pressures.
"This is another kick in the guts for our dairy farmers, following the recent EU
decision as well," he said.

On 22 November 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, and the
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Mr Tony Burke, issued a joint

media release welcoming the decision by the European Commission to end the use
of dairy export subsidies. An extract from that joint release follows:

The ministers said the decision was good news . and another sign that
protectionist measures were being wound back.

Mr Crean and Mr Burke urged the United States to do the same as the Europeans
and put an end to dairy export subsidies.

"Given that the US introduced dairy export subsidies in response to the EU
introduction of subsidies, the US has no excuse to continue with this program," Mr
Crean said.

"The EU decision is good news for Australian dairy producers but the next step is for
the United States to also end dairy export subsidies," Mr Burke said.

The EU introduced dairy export subsidies in January this year and this was followed
by the United States which in May introduced dairy export subsidies. The US Dairy
Export Incentive Program remains in place.

The EU decision comes after a rise in world dairy prices and sustained and strong
advocacy by Mr Crean, Mr Burke and other Australian Government Ministers
against these harmful subsidies.

The elimination of export subsidies for all time will be one of the key outcomes from
a completed Doha Round, making it impossible for WTO members like the US and
EU to reintroduce these kind of trade distortionary measures.

World Trade Organization - Multilateral Trade Negotiations - Doha
Round - Cairns Group

On 5 June 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, briefed the media ahead

of the thirty-third Cairns Group Ministerial Meeting in Bali, Indonesia. An extract

from Mr Crean's briefing follows:

... It's an important meeting because it will be the first opportunity at an informal
level to discuss with the new US trade representative and the new Indian Commerce
and Trade Minister how we can progress the objective that all counties' leaderships
have given us to conclude the Doha Round.

It's obviously important to conclude the Doha round. It's been elevated as one of the
key planks of the G20 mandate, if you like, to deal with the global financial crisis.

Two important reasons. One is that trade is a stimulus, and if we're to generate
stronger economic development, trade has to be part of the equation, and liberalising
markets is a key component in achieving that.

Secondly, of course, is that the new disciplines in a rules-based system are going to
be a much more effective constraint on any of the moves to protectionism.
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The Cairns Group has been actively pursuing liberalisation and greater ambition on
agricultural market reform. Australia has been in the chair for many years and it has
been a key contributor to urging progress in the Doha Round.

This will be the first of a number of opportunities that present themselves going
forward, in which we can engage the political will which in my view is essential to
conclude the Doha Round.

On 9 September 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, delivered a
statement to the House of Representatives regarding the Cairns Group and the Doha
Round. An extract from Mr Crean's statement follows:

... .The Cairns Group occupies a unique position in the WTO negotiations, being the
only agricultural negotiating bloc that brings together developed and developing
countries. Despite this mix, it provides a united, strong voice in the WTO against
further agricultural trade distortion. Regardless of criticisms of the conduct of the
group in the past, no one can question the leadership of the Cairns Group over the
past 18 months. We convened the group regularly in the lead-up to and during the
July 2008 ministerial meeting.

The Cairns Group meeting in Bali this year is widely considered to have kick-started
the Doha negotiations. And most recently, in New Delhi, the Cairns Group statement
delivered strong impetus to the important outcomes from that meeting. I have heard
no calls from farming groups-the very people that benefit from our leadership of
the Cairns Group-to discontinue the grouping or to walk away from the Doha
agriculture package. The truth is that the Rudd government has no intention of
walking away from the Cairns Group-a grouping we initiated over 20 years ago, a
grouping that we have re-energised and a grouping which is helping Australia strive
for the best possible Doha outcome.

World Trade Organization -Trade and Development
On 22 June 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, and the Parliamentary
Secretary for International Development Assistance, Mr Bob McMullan, issued a
joint media release on Australia's increased support for trade in developing
countries. An extract from that joint release follows:

Australia will more than double assistance for trade to developing countries through
the World Trade Organization (WTO) the Minister for Trade, Simon Crean, and
Parliamentary Secretary for International Development Assistance, Bob McMullan,
announced today.

This year the Australian Government will provide the WTO $2.5 million for
development assistance activities, up from $1 million last year.

"The provision of this funding will help developing countries become active
participants in, and reap the full benefits from, the multilateral trading system and
the global economy," Mr McMullan said.

Open trade is an essential ingredient to both economic recovery and future global
prosperity. Therefore it is even more important during the global recession to ensure
a successful conclusion to the Doha Round and to support international trade.

On 12 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and
the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, issued a joint media release on Australia's
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support for trade and development in APEC. An extract from that joint release

follows:

Australia will provide $4 million for aid-for-trade initiatives to assist developing
economies boost their participation in international trade.

Trade and economic growth remain the most effective means to address poverty and
developing APEC economies want to increase their engagement in trade
liberalisation efforts.

This Australian development assistance is designed to help developing economies
better engage with the multilateral trading system and regional trade initiatives.

$3 million will be provided to train officials in regional economies on WTO law and
will be provided through the Advisory Centre in WTO Law.

A further $1 million will be allocated from the AusAID APEC Public Sector
Linkages Program (PSLP) for development activities that support APEC's objectives
of trade liberalisation and facilitation.

On 30 November 2009, the Minister for Trade, Mr Simon Crean, released a

statement at the seventh WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva. An extract from

Mr Crean's statement follows:

The Australian Government continues to support trade liberalisation unequivocally
and resist protectionism. And we are committed to helping developing countries gain
access to international economic opportunities.

But trade liberalisation on its own is not enough to drive economic development.
Developing countries require assistance to take full advantage of the benefits of trade
liberalisation.

Aid for Trade is about providing development assistance for the trade-related needs
of developing countries to enable better engagement in the multilateral trading
system and regional trade initiatives. Like all development assistance Aid for Trade
must be demand driven, carefully designed and co-ordinated to ensure the greatest
impact as set out in the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda
for Action.

Australia's Aid for Trade is built on two pillars:

1. Improving market access

The international trading system must be equitable and should allow
developing countries to pursue their interests in an informed manner.
Australia's priorities include:

Building the capacity of developing countries to negotiate effectively when
entering into international and regional trade agreements

Assisting developing countries to implement trade agreements and comply
with international standards around food and health safety

Helping developing countries to overcome the practical challenges of onerous
export procedures and red tape

Strengthening the institutional architecture so that the WTO and regional
organisations are able to support the priorities of developing countries.
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2. Building competitive economies

There are substantial opportunities in regional and global markets. But
countries must be competitive enough and productive enough to take
advantage of these opportunities. Many developing countries need assistance
to realise the benefits of trade. Australia's priorities therefore include:

Investing in trade-related infrastructure - such as roads, ports, wharfs and
airports - to reduce the cost of doing business

Investing in human resource development through vocational and skills
training initiatives, and re-skilling and supporting workers to adjust to shifting
economic opportunities

Facilitating investment and private sector development by improving the
business, trade and regulatory environment

Ensuring trade contributes to positive development outcomes including
poverty reduction, environmental sustainability, gender equality and more
equitable development between rural and urban areas.

VII. International Environmental Law

Antarctic Treaty
On 7 April 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and the
Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts, Mr Peter Garrett, issued a joint
media release commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Antarctic Treaty
(adopted 1 December 1959). An extract from that joint release follows:

Ministers and officials from around the world have gathered in Washington, USA, at
a special event hosted by U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, to mark the 50 th

anniversary of the Antarctic Treaty.

Representing the Australian Government at the event, Environment Minister Peter
Garrett said Australia was also very pleased to announce that it will host the 2012
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM). This will be the 35th meeting of the
ATCM - the third time that the Treaty Parties will assemble in Australia.

Foreign Minister Stephen Smith said since its inception the Treaty has been
bolstered by associated agreements, including a Convention for the conservation of
marine living resources, and a Protocol which provides for the comprehensive
environmental protection of Antarctica, and a ban on mining.

"Australia is proud of the leading role it took in ensuring that Antarctica's
environmental values are properly protected, and we continue to regard Antarctic
environmental protection as one of our highest priorities," Mr Smith said.

On 1 December 2009, the Senior Legal Adviser at the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Ms Penny Richards, delivered a speech commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of the Antarctic Treaty. An extract from the speech follows:

[The] Antarctic Treaty, a landmark document when it was first signed fifty years ago,
continues today to serve well as the vehicle for Australia's enduring national
interests in Antarctica: our sovereign claim; protection of the environment;
appropriate economic activity (such as tourism); and pursuit of scientific research.
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Australia intends to remain an influential and responsible player in Antarctic affairs.
We look forward to implementing the Treaty for at least the next fifty years.

Climate Change - China

On 15 April 2009, the Minister for Climate Change and Water, Senator Penny
Wong, addressed the Australia-China Climate Change Forum at the Australian
National University. An extract from Senator Wong's speech follows:

I welcome the effort that China is making to put policies in place to curb the growth
in its emissions.... I welcome in particular China's mitigation policies which focus
on transitioning to a lower carbon economy, promoting greater energy efficiency and
reducing emissions in the energy sector. Underpinning this is China's binding target
of reducing energy consumption per unit of GDP by 20 per cent on 2005 levels by
2010. It also has a renewable energy target of up to 10 per cent by 2010. Other
policies include promoting greater energy efficiency in China's top 1,000
enterprises, reducing energy use through more stringent National Building Codes for
Residential and Commercial Buildings, and establishing energy efficiency appliance
standards. China will also impose fuel economy standards for motor vehicles higher
than those of many other countries, including the US, and close inefficient industrial
facilities. These actions are commendable. They demonstrate a broad approach and
commitment by China to address its greenhouse gas emissions.

The Australian Government has also made commitments to a range of
complementary measures. The Government has increased Australia's renewable
energy target four-fold to 20% of electricity by 2020. And we are making a strong
commitment, domestically and internationally, to the development of low-carbon
technology. The Australian-led Global Carbon Capture and Storage Initiative will
drive the dissemination of CCS technology and know-how around the world - a
practical example of technology transfer in action. I am delighted to see that China
shares our interest on this technology. China participated in the London Preparatory
Meeting for the Global Carbon Capture and Storage Institute in November last year.
China will also be represented in the meeting of Foundation Members and other key
stakeholders which will take place here in Canberra on Thursday and Friday this
week (16-17 April). The Australian Government welcomes Chinese involvement in
the Institute.

On 14 October 2009, the Minister for Climate Change and Water, Senator
Penny Wong, delivered a speech at the Australian Chamber of Commerce
(AustCham) Beijing lunch at the China World Hotel, Beijing. An extract from
Senator Wong's speech follows:

Both our countries are at risk from unmitigated climate change. Our food
production, agriculture and water supplies are under threat. In fact, both our
countries are already seeing the impacts of climate change.

We face a common challenge in understanding how climate change will affect our
industries and our infrastructure, and what practices and technologies we can use to
help us. Australian and Chinese researchers are collaborating on climate change
science and on research into the impact of climate change on agriculture.

We understand the costs of climate change - to each of our nations, to our
economies, our way of life, and to future generations.
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The challenge for China, as for Australia, is to de-link economic growth and growth
in carbon emissions.

The sooner we act, the better placed our economies will be to benefit from new
emerging global markets and to benefit from the economic gains from improved
efficiency.

Climate Change - India

On 12 November 2009, the Prime Minster, Mr Kevin Rudd, and Indian Prime
Minister, Dr Manmohan Singh, issued a joint statement during Mr Rudd's visit to
India. An extract of that joint statement follows:

Energy, climate change and water cooperation

Energy security and climate change are serious challenges facing the international
community. The Prime Ministers reiterated that Australia and India believe that a
comprehensive outcome at the Copenhagen Conference, in accordance with the
principles and provisions of the UNFCCC and the Bali Action Plan, is critical to
meeting the challenge of climate change. Mr. Rudd noted India's plans to meet its
future energy requirements by exploring and developing all sources of energy,
including nuclear, renewable and non-conventional resources.

Both sides recognized the benefits of enhancing bilateral commercial exchanges of
renewable and non-renewable energy resources. The two Prime Ministers agreed that
energy security concerns are best met by reconciling the long-term interests of both
energy producing and energy consuming countries through a truly open and
competitive energy market. Both sides also expressed their willingness to join efforts
which promote a cooperative response to any global energy crisis, noting the
important role of open and transparent energy trade and investment markets.

The Prime Ministers agreed that meaningful progress in the areas of energy security
and climate change should be made through national, bilateral and multilateral
efforts in a manner that does not limit the possibilities of accelerated economic and
social development. The leaders agreed to work to address these global challenges.

Both leaders stressed the determination of Australia and India to work together to
achieve a comprehensive, fair and effective outcome at Copenhagen, with the
involvement of all countries in line with their common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities.

In developing a global response to climate change, the leaders agreed to engage
constructively with each other, and with other countries, including under the
UNFCCC and in other multilateral fora such as the East Asia Summit (EAS) and the
Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate (APP).

Practical collaboration by Indian and Australian agencies is continuing to meet the
challenge of climate change, including under the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean
Development and Climate. The Australian Government will provide A$1 million
(4.315 crore rupees) to support a joint solar cooling and mini-grids project being
undertaken by India's The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) and Australia's
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). The Prime
Ministers noted the positive contribution being made by the Global Carbon Capture
and Storage Institute (GCCSI). An International Advisory Panel, which includes a
TERI representative, will play a key role in guiding the work of the GCCSI.
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India and Australia are faced by the imperative of managing scarce water resources.
Dr Singh and Mr Rudd welcomed the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding
in the Field of Water Resource Management. Mr Rudd also announced Australia
would devote A$20 million in funding over five years under the Australian Centre
for International Agricultural Research for joint research in dry-land agriculture in
India.

Climate Change - Japan

On 18 March 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered
the inaugural Crawford-Nishi Lecture on Australia-Japanese Relations. An extract
from Mr Smith's lecture follows:

Australia and Japan are committed to cooperating on climate change and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, as Prime Ministers Rudd and Fukuda stated in June 2008.
Green technologies are an emerging area of cooperation. In June last year, the
Government announced that it would contribute funds from its Green Car Innovation
Fund to help Toyota build the new Camry hybrid in Victoria

Through the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, Japan and
Australia are also collaborating on research into solar and biomass energy
generation, 'smart grids' and coal bed methane gas.

Climate Change - United Nations - Copenhagen Climate Change
Conference

On 17 December 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and the Minister for
Climate Change and Water, Senator Penny Wong, held a joint press conference at
the UN Conference on Climate Change in Copenhagen, Denmark. An extract from
that joint conference follows:

At about one o'clock this morning in Copenhagen, after seventeen hours straight of
negotiation today, we agreed on a Copenhagen Accord on climate change.

This Copenhagen Accord is a significant global agreement on climate change action.
It is the first global agreement on climate change action between rich countries and
poor countries. This is the first time that both rich countries and poor countries have
agreed that we should keep our temperature increases within two degrees Celsius.
This is the first time that both rich countries and poor countries have both agreed on
actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This is the first time that there is
agreement between rich countries and poor countries on international verification
mechanisms on actions taken.

And this is the first time that we have an agreement between rich countries and poor
countries on the finance necessary to support mitigation efforts, the adaptation
efforts of the most vulnerable countries in the world. Much more remains to be done.
Much more work is still to be done, and we'll be putting our shoulder to the wheel to
make sure that work is done. The next conference of the parties will be held in
Mexico...And there is much work to be done in taking this Copenhagen Accord
forward through to its conclusion in a final treaty arrangement.

...this is an important agreement on climate change action for Australia. Australia is
among the hottest and driest continents on earth, where the effects of climate change
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are felt earliest and hardest. Australia, therefore, has a fundamental national interest
in obtaining a global agreement on climate change action.

Climate Change - United Nations - Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)

In May 2009, Australia made a submission to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change outlining Australia's views on elements of the legal
architecture for a post-2012 climate change agreement. An extract from Australia's
submission follows:

This submission builds on a series of prior Australian submissions on legal
architecture. To recall, in these submissions, Australia has outlined two potential
legal models for a post-2012 outcome - a single new treaty under the Convention
unifying commitments of all Parties (model A) or an amended Kyoto Protocol and
new treaty under the Convention (model B). Under either model, Australia proposes
mitigation commitments and actions be registered in National Schedules.

This submission seeks to elaborate the operation of National Schedules in the
context of a single new instrument under the Convention (model A, attached).
Australia notes that National Schedules could operate with or build upon
architectural elements proposed by other Parties, such as low carbon development
strategies, registries and coordinating mechanisms. We note that in the Chair's
negotiating text these are presented as various options. In the attached text, Australia
has highlighted potential linkages between National Schedules and these proposals.

National schedules can provide a flexible, coherent and durable vehicle to underpin
mitigation commitments and actions for all Parties. The attached framework text
outlines key features and operation of National Schedules as follows:

* All Parties would establish a National Schedule. A national, long-term
emissions pathway as well as mitigation commitments and actions would
be registered in a National Schedule.

* National Schedules would be appended to the overarching instrument and
form an integral part of that instrument. Countries would put forward draft
national schedules as part of the negotiation process. This would provide
an opportunity for transparent assessment of the comparability of effort
and comment on the draft schedules.

* National Schedules would recognise the diverse national circumstances,
responsibilities and capabilities among Parties. A wide variety of
nationally appropriate mitigation commitments and actions by all Parties
could be registered in National Schedules.

* National Schedules would facilitate the ambitious mitigation efforts
demanded by the science now and in the future. As Parties' circumstances
and capabilities change, mitigation efforts could be enhanced to reflect
these developments. Parties could update schedules to enhance registered
commitments or actions.

* National Schedules provide an appropriate balance between flexibility and
certainty. Parties require certainty to implement a range of policies and
measures and flexibility to make changes to ensure ongoing effectiveness
of these policies and measures. Schedules may be periodically updated.
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Registered actions could be modified or replaced, but the overall outcome
would be maintained or enhanced.

* National Schedules could have a close relationship with architectural
elements suggested by other Parties such as low carbon development
strategies, registries and coordinating mechanisms.

* Low-Emission Development Strategies could complement and elaborate
on the details of National Schedules. These Strategies could be an
overarching strategic document to identify the comprehensive mix of
nationally appropriate mitigation, low-carbon development and adaptation
priorities, consistent with broader country-led development goals.
Strategies could set out individual programs and activities designed to
implement commitments and/or actions reflected in National Schedules,
and could improve identification of support needs.

* Mitigation commitments or action supported with the assistance of a
coordinating mechanism or other avenues could be subsequently registered
in National Schedules.

Whaling - International Whale Conservation
On 18 February 2009, the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts, Mr

Peter Garrett, delivered a speech to the Lowy Institute in Sydney on the future of

international whale conservation. An extract from Mr Garrett's speech follows:

The Government has created a serious dialogue with Japan with the aim of
delivering real change in the coming months.

Our view is that by far the best approach is to make the IWC work effectively
because it is the only organisation the world has to protect and manage whales
collectively.

The role of science is paramount for reviving the IWC. The Government has
therefore also set out proposals for ending unilateral scientific whaling and bringing
scientific research under the auspices of a reformed Commission.

The Government has carefully examined its options to take international legal action
against Japan's so-called scientific whaling.

Whilst legal action remains an option, the Government's preference is for a
diplomatic solution because we believe that at present greater progress can be made
- and more quickly - through the IWC.

Late last year, we saw reports - never confirmed - that Japan was considering
reducing the number of whales it is targeting this summer.

But clearly, for Australia, a reduction - temporary or permanent - cannot constitute
such a resolution. It cannot, in itself, resolve the difference of view between
Australia and Japan. That can be achieved only when unilateral scientific whaling is
brought to an end.

In the context of the present discussions, we need to ensure that the moratorium on
commercial whaling is maintained, that any reforms are robust and that countries
could not opt-out and resume hunting whales a few years down the track.
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And while there are no formal proposals under consideration, Australia does not
view trying to legitimise scientific whaling or simply shifting the killing of whales
from one part of the world to another as solutions to the issues confronting the IWC
or as means to advance whale conservation.

On 15 June 2009, the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts, Mr
Peter Garrett, delivered an opening statement to the sixty-first Annual Meeting of
the International Whaling Commission. An extract from Mr Garrett's statement
follows:

Australia's position has been consistent throughout: we believe the Commission
should be modernised, we believe the moratorium remains essential for the recovery
of whale stocks and we urgently want to see progress toward an end to unilateral
scientific whaling.

For over 20 years, special permit whaling has been the most controversial and
divisive issue within the Commission. The Small Working Group has identified
research under special permit as one of three key issues to be addressed. Unless we
address the issue of special permit whaling, the Commission's credibility and its
ability to operate effectively in the future will be lost. To this end, Australia wants to
see practical outcomes in relation to addressing the problem of special permit
whaling. For Australia, whale conservation is an urgent task and we cannot commit
to a continuing negotiation process if it does not produce results.

In the interests of trying to find a way forward on this issue, Australia believes that
the Commission should look at this question in the context of the Commission's
overall scientific needs. Australia's proposal would reinforce that whale research
activities be underpinned by a genuine scientific research need, should adhere to
agreed, modem, best practice principles and should be brought under the authority
of the Commission.

Unless we address the issue of special permit whaling, the Commission's credibility
and its ability to operate effectively in the future will be lost. To this end, Australia
wants to see practical outcomes in relation to addressing the problem of special
permit whaling. For Australia, whale conservation is an urgent task and we cannot
commit to a continuing negotiation process if it does not produce results.

Australia believes it is reasonable to expect that any modern and effective
international organisation that directs research must do so based on best practice
scientific principles; this is a benchmark against which the institutional credibility of
the Commission will be judged in the future.

On 19 November 2009, the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts,
Mr Peter Garrett, issued a media release regarding the departure of the Japanese
whaling fleet. An extract from Mr Garrett's release follows:

Japan has the opportunity to swap harpoons for science this summer. The first joint
Australia and New Zealand research voyage under the SORP [Southern Ocean
Research Partnership] is expected to leave New Zealand early in the new year and
we would welcome Japan's involvement in this important initiative.
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Mr Garrett said since coming to office the Rudd Government had embarked on an
unprecedented diplomatic effort to bring an end to so-called 'scientific' whaling,
including through the appointment of a Special Envoy.

In addition to our diplomatic efforts Australia is progressing a series of
comprehensive reforms through the IWC to make it a conservation focused
organisation, not one that simply counts dead whales.

We are committed to continuing to work through the IWC reform process. However,
as I made clear at the last meeting of the IWC in Portugal, that commitment does not
amount to a blank cheque for open-ended negotiations. We must see a genuine
engagement from other nations.

We will continue to pull out all stops in our diplomatic and other efforts and we will
continue to build a robust program of non-lethal whale research open to the entire
international community.

However, we did deliver on our commitment to collect evidence for possible
international legal action and that option remains on the table.

Whaling - Protests in the Southern Ocean
On 7 December 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, the

Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Maxime Verhagen, and the New Zealand

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Murray McCully, issued a joint media release

regarding responsible behaviour in the Southern Ocean. An extract from that joint

release follows:

The Governments of Australia, The Netherlands and New Zealand remain resolute in
our opposition to so-called 'scientific' whaling. We are deeply disappointed at the
recent departure of the Japanese whaling fleet for the Southern Ocean.

Over the past years we have strongly conveyed our opposition at ministerial as well
as at the diplomatic level, in bilateral meetings and in multilateral fora such as the
International Whaling Commission (IWC).

We are aware that the coming season's anticipated Japanese whaling activities in the
Southern Ocean are once again likely to attract protest, including through the
despatch of the Dutch-registered Sea Shepherd Conservation Society vessel, the
Steve Irwin, and the New Zealand-registered vessel, the Ady Gil.

Our governments respect the right of individuals and groups to protest peacefully,
including on the high seas. At the same time, we do not condone - indeed we
condemn - dangerous or violent activities, by any of the parties involved, be it
demonstrators or whalers. Our governments expect any unlawful activity to be dealt
with in accordance with relevant international and domestic laws.

The Southern Ocean is a remote and inhospitable region where the risk of adverse
incidents is high and the capacity for rescue or assistance is low. Our Governments
jointly call upon all parties to exercise restraint and to ensure that safety at sea is the
highest priority.
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VIII. International and Regional Organisations

The African Union and the Southern African Development Community
On 29 January 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, addressed

the Executive Council of the African Union in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. An extract

from Mr Smith's address follows:

It is a great honour for me to be the first Australian Foreign Minister to attend a
meeting of the African Union since its establishment in 2002.

I have come to Addis Ababa at this time, to the seat of the African Union, to convey
to you personally the Australian Government's deep commitment and strong resolve
to enhance Australia's relationships with the nation states and the continent of
Africa.

The Australian Government acknowledges that the African Union, the principal
body for African integration and cooperation, is playing an internationally
recognised role in advancing Africa's economic prosperity and peace and security
objectives.

In the past, Australia has not given Africa the priority it requires and deserves. Over
the past months, we have been talking with you, with African countries, starting the
process of meeting that priority with you.

Australia wants to be part of Africa's future in ways where our expertise and
experience can make a unique and positive contribution.

We want our contributions to be designed to support Africa's efforts to promote
economic growth and prosperity through investment and trade, to accelerate progress
towards the Millennium Development Goals, and to address peace and security
challenges.

Australia will support Africa in its efforts to enhance food security, particularly
through the AU and NEPAD (New Partnership for African Development)
Comprehensive Africa Agricultural Development Program.

The AU is playing a vital role as it works with the United Nations to help address
conflicts in Africa. In a few weeks, the Australian Minister for Defence will visit
Africa to discuss African peace and security issues and future Australian defence
cooperation.

Australians are deeply concerned about conflicts and their terrible human impact.
We commend the AU for its central role in resolving crises in Africa. On Zimbabwe,
we support your deliberations to help find a solution that reflects the will of the
Zimbabwe people and gives them hope for a better future.

On 15 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,

delivered a statement to the House of Representatives on the situation in Zimbabwe.

An extract from the statement follows:

Australia recognises the important role the African Union and SADC have played to
date in supporting Zimbabwe to address its grave economic, political and social
challenges.

South Africa itself facilitated the inter-party negotiations that led to the current
agreement.
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Regional leaders, including from Botswana and Zambia, have played a prominent
role in calling for ajust and timely resolution to Zimbabwe's protracted disputes.

The Southern African Development Community (SADC), as facilitator and
guarantor of the Global Political Agreement, has a critical role to play in ensuring its
terms are adhered to.

SADC discussed Zimbabwe at its annual summit, held in Kinshasa in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, from 7 to 8 September.

It referred the situation in Zimbabwe to the SADC Organ on Politics, Defence and
Security.

Last week in Perth and again yesterday in Canberra, I met with Mr Oldemiro Baloi,
the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation from Mozambique.

As a leading member of SADC and as current Chair of the SADC Organ on Politics,
Defence and Security, Mozambique will play an all important role in overseeing
implementation of the Global Political Agreement in the coming months.

I offered to Minister Baloi and to SADC Australia's support for this objective.

United Nations
On 11 March 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered a
speech to the United Nations Parliamentary Association. An extract from Mr
Smith's speech follows:

I warmly welcome the establishment of the United Nations Parliamentary
Association. It is a fitting recognition of the important place of the United Nations in
Australia's national interests and foreign policy and of your interest in and
contribution to Australia's engagement in the multilateral system.

Members and Senators of the Parliament of Australia have long played a valuable
role supporting the Government's engagement with the United Nations, as
Parliamentary Advisers to the Australian Delegation to the United Nations General
Assembly, participating in the General Assembly's proceedings each year.

The establishment of this Association will provide a further opportunity for the
Parliament to enhance its engagement with the work of the United Nations and its
support for Australia's role in the United Nations system.

The United Nations has a critical role to play in the global struggle for a peaceful,
secure world free from poverty, disease and famine.

For these reasons the Australian Government will work to ensure that the United
Nations and its agencies fulfil their potential as agents for economic and social
reform, for peace and as a protector of human rights.

And as we do this, the United Nations will necessarily occupy a vital place in the
way we pursue our national and global interests.

Australia and the United Nations
The Government has made it clear that it is committed to reinvigorating Australia's
engagement with the United Nations.

Today I want to outline briefly our policy on the United Nations, what we have done
to implement it and the way ahead.

The Government's commitment to increasing engagement is based on Australia's
long and proud history of engagement with the United Nations.
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Australia was among the most forthright and influential of the UN's founding

nations. Through then Foreign Minister Doc Evatt, Australia was also among the
most vocal advocates of the interests of small and medium sized nations, and a

United Nations Security Council free of veto powers.

In particular, Evatt's influence is reflected in Article 56 of the United Nations

Charter, which deals with 'higher standards of living, full employment and

conditions of economic and social progress and development'. In recognition of

Evatt's contribution this became known as the 'Australian pledge'.

Today, the world faces increasingly complex global challenges, such as international

development, climate change, food security, terrorism, the proliferation of weapons

of mass destruction, conflict and now the global financial crisis.

These are global challenges that no one country can address on its own. Indeed the

increasingly complex and transnational nature of these challenges means the need for

an effective multilateral system has only grown over time.

Engagement with the United Nations is vital because of its role in setting global

standards on a wide range of issues, from human rights to the use of force in settling
international disputes. The United Nations has a key role in maintaining peace and

security, from the United Nations Security Council, to conflict prevention, to peace-

keeping operations, to arms control negotiations.

Engagement to date and the way ahead
The Government has worked hard to enhance Australia's engagement with the

United Nations and multilateral system more generally.

The Prime Minister and I attended the 63rd session of the United Nations General

Assembly in September 2008. Mr Rudd signed the instrument of ratification of the

Kyoto Protocol as the first act of Government and the Government has actively

engaged in international climate change negotiations since then. The Government

also decided to issue a standing invitation to United Nations Human Rights experts

to visit Australia.

Australia supports the critical role that United Nations agencies play in leading

global efforts to progress towards the Millennium Development Goals.

In last year's budget the Government announced an additional $200 million over

four years in dedicated funding to key United Nations agencies such as UNICEF and

the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.

This commitment enables Australia to contribute directly to work on issues as

diverse as increasing child literacy, improving maternal and child health and the

empowerment of women in countries beyond our own region.

On Sunday, International Women's Day, Tanya Plibersek, Minister for the Status of

Women, and I committed over $17 million from this additional funding to UNIFEM

to address inequality between men and women.

This will support programs to reduce women's poverty and exclusion, end violence

against women, reverse the spread of HIV and AIDS among women and girls and

support women's leadership.

Today I am pleased to announce a further allocation, in part from the $200 million

Budget allocation, of $68 million over four years which will be applied to support

the work of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to help tackle

extreme poverty and achieve the Millennium Development Goals.
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UNDP is a very important development partner for Australia in Asia Pacific, playing
a critical role in the promotion of democratic governance, human rights and crisis
prevention.

The additional funding will enable us to build on our work with UNDP, in areas
such as supporting elections in Cambodia and promoting law and justice in East
Timor and Afghanistan.

Our deepening engagement with the United Nations is also demonstrated through
our involvement with the United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs. Australia will assume chairmanship of the Donor Support
Group from mid 2009.

The Government's decision to seek a non-permanent seat on the United Nations
Security Council seat (2013-14) is a further concrete example of our commitment to
the United Nations. It reflects our belief that Australia can and should make a
contribution

We are well placed to do so. We are a key player in the Asia-Pacific region, and can
bring an important, if not unique, perspective to the Council. We are an energetic
and creative contributor to peacekeeping. And we are a country more than capable of
doing its bit on international peace and security.

United Nations - Reform
On 11 March 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered a
speech to the United Nations Parliamentary Association. An extract from Mr
Smith's speech follows:

Strengthening the United Nations
Our commitment to greater United Nations engagement is based on a realistic
assessment of Australia's interests and of what the United Nations and multilateral
system can and does deliver for us.

It is fair to say that the United Nations and its agencies have sometimes struggled to
live up to the hopes and aspirations of its founders. It is a complex bureaucracy by
any standard, encompassing a multiplicity of agencies and programs, a multinational
staff, and peace-keeping operations across the globe.

The UN's responsibility extends to helping 192 countries find common ground on
issues as broad and diverse as from climate change to patent registration.

It would be easy to join the ranks of those carping from the sidelines, for the
United Nations presents itself as an easy target for criticism.

I am pleased to count Australia among those working hard to strengthen the
United Nations system, to build the UN's capability and responsiveness to the needs
of its member states

Much of our focus is on improving the effectiveness, efficiency and accountability of
United Nations operations. And I am pleased to note that Australia led successful
action on human resources management reform last December.

In this regard, we welcome and support Secretary-General Ban's structural reform
efforts, including within the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the
Department of Political Affairs.
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Operational reforms such as these are vital to improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of the United Nations bureaucracy. They are particularly vital to efforts
to maximise the UN's impact on the ground.

Australia is also striving for reform of key organs including the United Nations
Security Council. Inter-governmental negotiations on United Nations Security
Council reform have recently commenced, and Australia is actively participating.

It is now some sixty years after the UN's foundation. We want to see a Council that
better reflects the realities of today's world.

Australia supports the bids of Japan and India to become permanent members of an
expanded Security Council, as well as appropriate permanent representation for
Africa and Latin America.

Reform of the Security Council is important in addressing the understandable
concerns of many states about the United Nations Security Council's representation
and authority.

Security Council reform is vital, along with broader reform, to ensuring the United
Nations and multilateral system is better placed to meet the challenges and demands
of the 21st Century.

While reform of the Security Council will no doubt require negotiation over time, in
the interim, we believe reforms to improve the Council's working methods should be
pursued.

IX. Law of Armed Conflict and Security Matters

Armed Conflict - Afghanistan

On 29 April 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, delivered a statement to

Parliament outlining increases to Australia's military and civilian commitment to

Afghanistan. An extract from Mr Rudd's statement follows:

[Our] own mission within Afghanistan... is as follows: Strategic denial of
Afghanistan as a training ground and operating base for global terrorist
organisations; second, stabilisation of the Afghan state through a combination of
military, police and civilian effort to the extent necessary to consolidate this primary
mission of strategic denial; and third, in Australia's case, to make this contribution in
Uruzgan Province in partnership with our allies, with the objective of training
sufficient Afghan National Army and police forces and to enhance the capacity of
the Uruzgan provincial administration in order to hand over responsibility for the
province in a reasonable time-frame to the Afghans themselves.

Realisation of the third element of this mission statement would create the basis for
the withdrawal of Australian combat units. Australia's current force in Uruzgan does
not have with it sufficient training elements to build Afghan military and police
capacity within a reasonable time frame in which to base an exit strategy. That is
why it is necessary to build upon our existing training capacity.

Australia has therefore decided to increase its medium term contribution to
Afghanistan, not as a blank cheque but with the explicit objective of training Afghan
forces so that responsibility for Uruzgan province can in time be handed over to the
Afghans themselves.
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The new commitment, like our existing involvement, will be under the United
Nations authority of the Afghanistan mission, approved by the UN Security Council.

Armed Conflict - The Kimberley Process
On 11 December 2009, Australia delivered a statement to the United Nations
General Assembly noting its vote in favour of the resolution, 'The role of diamonds
in fuelling conflict: breaking the link between the illicit transaction of rough
diamonds and armed conflict as a contribution to prevention and settlement of
conflicts', but regretting that stronger action had not been taken on Zimbabwe. An
extract from Australia's statement follows:

Australia, as a strong supporter of the Kimberley Process, traditionally co-sponsors
this resolution. We consider it important that the General Assembly be appraised of
the work of the Kimberley Process in its efforts to curb the trade in conflict
diamonds.

Unfortunately, this year the resolution falls short in two respects and does not
accurately reflect proceedings within the Kimberley Process this year. For this
reason, we have been unable to co-sponsor the resolution.

First, we regret that we were not able to agree a consensus reference to the situation
in Zimbabwe. The Kimberley Process plenary, at its meeting last month, adopted an
administrative decision on the state of compliance of Zimbabwe with the minimum
requirement of the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme. The Plenary adopted a
Joint Work Plan for implementing the recommendations of the July review mission
to Zimbabwe, and welcomed Zimbabwe's commitment to urgently start
implementation of the Joint Work Plan, while calling upon Participants to support
the Plan. Regrettably, the resolution ignores this reality.

Secondly, we regret that the resolution was not able to welcome the selection of
Israel as Chair, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo as Vice-Chair, of the
Kimberley Process for 2010. As mentioned by Canada on behalf of CANZ in our
debate on this item earlier this morning, we would like to welcome Israel as the
incoming Chair of the Kimberley Process. We look forward to working with them to
enhance the effectiveness and implementation of the Kimberley Process in the year
ahead.

Armed Conflict - Third Additional Protocol to the Geneva
Conventions

On 12 August 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, the
Attomey-General, Mr Robert McClelland, and the Minister for Defence, Senator
John Faulkner, issued a joint media release announcing Australia's ratification of
the Third Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions (adopted 8 December
2005). An extract from that joint release follows:

Today, on the 60th anniversary of the adoption of the Geneva Conventions, we
announce Australia's ratification of the Third Additional Protocol to the Geneva
Conventions.

The Geneva Conventions are a fundamental pillar of international humanitarian law.

They provide the international legal framework that obliges all states to protect
civilians, the wounded and prisoners of war during periods of armed conflict.
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Australia has been a strong supporter of the Geneva Conventions since we first
signed on 4 January 1950.

The Protocol establishes a third neutral emblem for use by the International Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement - the Red Crystal. The Red Crystal, along with
the Red Cross and the Red Crescent, is an international symbol of protection
identifying persons and facilities providing medical or humanitarian aid in armed
conflict and natural disasters.

The new Red Crystal emblem will enable Red Cross societies who do not prefer to
identify with either the cross or the crescent symbol to instead use the crystal to
identify them as members of the Red Cross/Red Crescent Movement.

Attorney-General, Robert McClelland, congratulated the International Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement for continuing to foster the principles of international
humanitarian law to limit human suffering in times of armed conflict.

Foreign Affairs Minister, Stephen Smith, underlined his admiration for the tireless
efforts of all humanitarian workers in seeking to alleviate the suffering of individuals
during armed conflict. He recalled with the deepest regret the high number of
humanitarian workers killed every year.

Defence Minister, Senator John Faulkner, paid special tribute to all in the Australian
Defence Force who are uniquely connected to the Conventions through their
vocation, and who have displayed unwavering commitment to the principles
enshrined in them.

The Government will today move a Motion in the House to commemorate the 6 0 th

anniversary of the adoption of the Geneva Conventions.

Conventional Weapons - Convention on Cluster Munitions
On 18 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a statement to Parliament on mine action. An extract from Mr Smith's

statement follows:

Australia is committed to a world free from landmines, cluster munitions and other
explosive remnants of war.

Australia has long supported action to eradicate landmines and other explosive
remnants of war and to ease the suffering of adversely affected people and
communities.

Madam Deputy Speaker, in Oslo last December, I signed the Convention on Cluster
Munitions on behalf of Australia. The Convention is a significant humanitarian
achievement, prohibiting cluster munitions that scatter battlefields with hundreds of
explosive devices. Many of them fail to detonate and pose a long-term threat to
civilians for years after hostilities have ceased.

The Joint Standing Committee on Treaties recommended in August 2009 that
Australia should ratify the Convention.

The Government is proceeding with all the usual necessary consultative steps to
complete ratification.

It is certainly the Government's aspiration and intention to ratify as soon as possible.
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Conventional Weapons - Mine Action Strategy
On 18 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a statement to Parliament on Australia's new Mine Action Strategy. An
extract from Mr Smith's statement follows:

Australia will present our new Mine Action Strategy for the Australian aid program
to the Summit in two weeks time.
The new strategy will support the achievement of Australia's obligations under the
Mine Ban Convention itself, the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, in
particular Protocol V on explosive remnants of war, and our future obligations under
the Convention on Cluster Munitions.

Under the Strategy, Australia will pledge $100 million over the next five years
towards a world free from landmines, cluster munitions and other explosive
remnants of war.

This is the largest five-year commitment made by Australia to mine action.

Australia's new Mine Action Strategy will support the achievement of Australia's
obligations under the 1997 Mine Ban Convention and Australia's commitment to the
Convention on Cluster Munitions, which the Government signed in December 2008.
The Strategy has one overriding goal - to reduce the threat and socioeconomic
impact of landmines, cluster munitions and other explosive remnants of war.

To achieve this goal, the Australian Government will work towards the following
four outcomes:

* Australia will seek to reduce deaths and injuries;
* Australia will improve the quality of life for victims and their affected

families and communities;

* Australia will support and encourage affected countries to increase their
ownership of national mine action efforts; and

* Australia will continue to advocate for universal adherence to key
international instruments, such as the Mine Ban Convention and the
Convention on Cluster Munitions.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament
On 24 March 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered a
speech to students at Sichuan University, entitled 'The Australia-China Relationship
Today'. An extract from Mr Smith's speech follows:

Security and stability in Asia
Today, we look to China to play a leading role in regional and global affairs, a role
befitting its growing economic and political influence.
China's leadership has a fundamental and abiding interest in the security and
stability of North East Asia, and a significant contribution to make in helping the
region respond to challenges such as North Korea's nuclear program, and the six-
party talks process.
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The world looks to China to play its role as a responsible and constructive actor in
regional affairs.

On 12 August 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered the Tange Lecture on 'Building Momentum: Australia, Nuclear Non-
Proliferation and Disarmament'. An extract from Mr Smith's lecture follows:

Nuclear weapons continue to pose a threat to humanity.

The threat no longer stems from just states alone but from non state actors.

Terrorists now aspire to obtain weapons of mass destruction, including nuclear
weapons. With their determination to cause as much devastation and harm as
possible, something which has characterised terrorist attacks since 9/11, we cannot
doubt that terrorists will use them if they acquire them.

This is a global challenge and the Government recognises that the only effective way
to address this issue and other global challenges - whether it is climate change, the
global financial crisis or nuclear weapons - is through nations working together.

Currently two Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty states - North Korea and Iran - are
testing the international community with their nuclear programs, in defiance of
numerous United Nations Security Council resolutions. These developments are
unacceptable to Australia as they are unacceptable to the international community.

The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty remains the cornerstone of the nuclear non-
proliferation and disarmament regimes. Australia has been one of the NPT's
staunchest supporters, and has worked to strengthen all three NPT pillars -
disarmament, non-proliferation and the peaceful use of nuclear energy.

Verification by the IAEA is important for reinforcing confidence in the existing
treaties and in deterring treaty violations. Verification also underpins efforts to
counter the spread of nuclear weapons and ultimately to eliminate them.

Australia has long been a strong advocate of the NPT's universality.

We have consistently called on the remaining states not party to the Treaty - India,
Israel and Pakistan - to accede without preconditions. We have called on those
countries to assume the responsibilities of states parties, to accept the global norms
and to adhere to non-proliferation and disarmament disciplines.

A major step to strengthen safeguards was the negotiation of the IAEA's model
Additional Protocol.

States that have not already done so should conclude an Additional Protocol without
delay.

Australia of course has made the Additional Protocol a condition for supply of its
uranium.
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This condition reinforces the non-proliferation regime, providing an additional level
of assurance that uranium originating in Australia is exclusively put to peaceful use.

A nuclear weapons program requires highly enriched uranium or plutonium - the
fissile materials used in such programs. That is why Australia is encouraged by the
agreement reached in the Conference on Disarmament to proceed with the
negotiations on a Fissile Material Cut-Off Treaty (FMCT).

This Treaty will end production of fissile material for nuclear weapons, and thereby
constrain the capability to produce greater numbers of nuclear weapons. The FMCT
will form a central part of the new non-proliferation and disarmament architecture.

The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) is another treaty in which
Australia has played a strongly supportive role over a long period of time.

Australia has long advocated a ban on nuclear testing. Australia was one of the first
non-nuclear-weapon states to ratify the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty, and played an
active role in negotiating the CTBT in the Conference on Disarmament.

It will contribute to international efforts to reduce nuclear arsenals, and the longer-
term goal of a nuclear weapons free world.

There are other areas where Australia is playing an effective and practical role in
non-proliferation and disarmament.

We are an active participant in the Proliferation Security Initiative, which seeks to
prevent illicit trafficking in weapons of mass destruction (WMD), their delivery
systems and related materials.

Australia is also Chair this year and leading the work in the Missile Technology
Control Regime, a group that restricts the export of WMD missile delivery systems.

On 14 August 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a speech to the Griffith Asia Institute, entitled 'Australia and the Asia-
Pacific Century'. An extract from Mr Smith's speech follows:

A key challenge in the North Asia region is North Korea. Australia is very concerned
about North Korea's nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programs, which threaten
stability on the Korean Peninsula and in North Asia. It poses a major challenge to
global counter-proliferation efforts.

Australia supports international efforts to achieve a peaceful resolution of Korean
peninsula security issues, especially through the Six Party Talks. In addition to
implementing UN sanctions against North Korea, including through the most recent
UNSC Resolution 1874, Australia has also put in place autonomous sanctions. These
include a visa ban on all North Korean nationals and a ban on North Korean-flagged
ships entering Australian ports.

On 24 September 2009 the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered the Australian statement to the 'Conference on Facilitating the Entry into
Force of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty'. An extract from Mr Smith's
statement follows:
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Australia sees entry into force of the CTBT as a non-proliferation and disarmament
priority.

Australia again calls upon those states yet to sign and ratify the treaty to join the
growing consensus to enshrine voluntary bans on nuclear weapon testing, as a
permanent and legally binding commitment.

Australia calls upon all states to provide strong practical, financial and political
support for the work of the Preparatory Commission.

For its part, Australia is pleased to be making a contribution. We are doing this as
Chair of the Commission in 2009, as the host to 21 monitoring facilities, the third
largest number of any state, and through our leading role in on-site inspections.

Universalisation of the treaty remains our goal and one that we are optimistic about
achieving.

We, the ratifiers, must redouble our efforts to convince all countries who have not
yet done so to ratify the treaty.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament - International
Commission on Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament

On 15 December 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, delivered a statement
at the launch of the report of the International Commission on Nuclear Non-
proliferation and Disarmament in Tokyo, entitled 'Eliminating Nuclear Threats: A
Practical Guide for Global Policy Makers'. An extract from Mr Rudd's statement
follows:

This report, I believe, represents an important framework for discussions and debate
on non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament in what will be a critical year in 2010.
President Obama has called a nuclear security summit in Washington in April of
next year. We have the NPT review conference due in May next year. I would
therefore thank both the former foreign ministers for providing a report which
provides such an important framework for those discussions to continue and to bring
about practical results.

The Australian Government will, of course, frame it's response to the
recommendations contained within this report during the course of 2010 in the lead
up to those events, but speaking for Australia, we welcome the fact that a report of
such substance has been produced to provide such an important framework for
practical discussions on how to advance this great cause of non-proliferation and
disarmament in what will be a critical year for the world.

Security Cooperation - African Union
On 29 January 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered
a speech to the Executive Council of the African Union in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
An extract from Mr Smith's speech follows:

Improving global peace and security remains a challenge for us all.
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Australia has long participated in peacekeeping missions in Africa. Australian
personnel are currently participating in the UN Mission in Sudan and the UN-AU
Mission in Darfur.

The AU is playing a vital role as it works with the United Nations to help address
conflicts in Africa. In a few weeks, the Australian Minister for Defence will visit
Africa to discuss African peace and security issues and future Australian defence
cooperation.

Australians are deeply concerned about conflicts and their terrible human impact.
We commend the AU for its central role in resolving crises in Africa. On Zimbabwe,
we support your deliberations to help find a solution that reflects the will of the
Zimbabwe people and gives them hope for a better future.

The Australian Government took office determined to change the way Australia
engages with the international community. The Government recognises that critical
problems confronting our world such as the global financial crisis, climate change,
and peace and security require a regional and multilateral response.

Australia is determined to work with Africa as a friend and partner. I am here both to
listen to your views, and to plot a path forward to deepen our engagement.

Security Cooperation - East Timor

On 10 February 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and the
Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Luis Amado, held a joint press
conference regarding cooperation in East Timor. An extract from that joint
conference follows:

... we're dealing with what is potentially an ongoing fragile security situation and
that's why, in our view or in Australia's view, there is an ongoing need for the United
Nation's presence, there's also an ongoing need for the presence of
internationalisation - international stabilisation force, but there's also very
importantly, and this is where Australia and Portugal both play a shared role for the
capacity building of East Timor's own institutions, particularly training of police,
training of military.

At some point in the cycle, East Timor itself, to use Minister Amado's phrase, has to
be an independent stable and viable nation state. In the end, East Timor's own
institutions, police and military need to be able to manage these affairs and that's
why so much of the capacity-building or development assistance that Australia and
Portugal do is aimed at enhancing these capacities, so far as East Timor is
concerned.

On 27 February 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
issued a media release regarding the renewal of the mandate of the United Nations
Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT). An extract from Mr Smith's release
follows:

I very much welcome the United Nations Security Council decision to renew the
United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste mandate until 26 February 2010.

The United Nations continues to play a critical role in promoting stability, human
rights, democracy and the rule of law in East Timor. Together with the United
Nations, Australia will continue to support East Timor's long-term development.
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The United Nations mandate authorises a phased hand-over of policing
responsibilities from United Nations to East Timorese police. As this happens, a
supporting UN Police presence will remain important. The UN mandate recognises
this as a priority.

Australia contributes 50 police to the United Nations Police in East Timor. The
Australian-led International Stabilisation Force works closely with the United
Nations presence in East Timor.

East Timor continues to make progress in addressing its challenges, including
building the capacity of its police force and resettling internally displaced persons.

Security Cooperation - India
On 12 November 2009, the Prime Minster, Mr Kevin Rudd, and Indian Prime
Minister, Dr Manmohan Singh, issued a joint statement during Mr Rudd's visit to
India. An extract of that joint statement follows:

International and Regional Cooperation

Dr Singh and Mr Rudd reaffirmed the strong security and defence ties between India
and Australia and welcomed a Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation that will
see the two countries intensify their efforts to maintain peace, stability and
prosperity.

Regional and multilateral cooperation is an important strand of the India
Australia relationship. The two leaders 'reaffirmed the key role being played in the
Asian region by bodies such as the East Asia Summit, the ASEAN Regional Forum
and the Asia Europe Meeting. The Prime Ministers welcomed the outcomes of the
Fourth East Asia Summit (EAS) held in Hua Hin on 25 October, and agreed that the
agenda of the EAS should continue to be strengthened. In particular, they welcomed
the agreement reached by EAS leaders to convene an EAS Finance Ministers'
meeting and to have officials consider a Comprehensive Economic Partnership in
East Asia. Mr Rudd reaffirmed Australia's firm support for India's membership of the
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation grouping when the membership moratorium
ends next year.

The Prime Ministers welcomed ongoing discussion about how the institutional
architecture of the region could evolve over time. Dr Singh welcomed Mr Rudd's
intention to convene a 1.5 track conference in Sydney in December 2009 to consider
further Australia's Asia Pacific community initiative.

The Prime Ministers reconfirmed their support for reform of the United Nations to
ensure it reflects the realities of the 21st century, including by modemising the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC). In this context, Mr Rudd reiterated
Australia's support for a permanent seat for India on the UNSC.
Mr Rudd and Dr Singh welcomed the decision to make the G20 the premier forum
for international economic cooperation. Both countries stressed the need to increase
agency-level cooperation in areas of mutual interest such as terrorism. Dr Singh and
Mr Rudd reaffirmed their shared vision of a world free of nuclear weapons and
agreed to work together in a spirit of partnership on global disarmament and non-
proliferation.

On 12 November 2009, the Governments of Australia and India committed to a
Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation covering such areas as counter-terrorism,
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defence, disarmament and non-proliferation and maritime security. An extract from

that joint declaration follows:

Elements of Cooperation

Security cooperation between India and Australia will include the following

elements:

1. Information exchange and policy coordination on regional affairs in the

Asia region and on long-term strategic and global issues;

2. Bilateral cooperation within multilateral frameworks in Asia, in particular

the East Asia Summit and the ASEAN Regional Forum;

3. Defence dialogue and cooperation within the framework of the

Memorandum of Understanding on Defence Cooperation signed in March

2006;

4. Efforts to combat terrorism;

5. Cooperation to combat transnational organised crime;

6. Disaster management;

7. Maritime and aviation security; and

8. Police and law enforcement cooperation.

Security Cooperation - Japan

On 18 March 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered a

speech at the Inaugural Crawford-Nishi Lecture in Australian-Japanese Relations,

entitled 'Japan and Australia: A Vision for the Future'. An extract from Mr Smith's

speech follows:

Our region still contains potential security flashpoints. Political miscalculation or

adventurism could have dangerous consequences for Japan, Australia and the region

as a whole.

That is why Australia strongly supports international efforts to encourage North

Korea to denuclearise. We work closely with Japan, the United States, the Republic

of Korea and others in support of the Six Party talks.

Our close cooperation with Japan on resolving the North Korean nuclear problem

will continue. We deplore provocative North Korean actions like its current planned

missile launch, and urge that this not proceed.

Australia also strongly supports Japan's call for a full accounting of the fate of

Japanese citizens abducted by North Korea.

Pyongyang's continuing unpredictable behaviour is a stark reminder of the dangers

of nuclear proliferation. We and the international community are also deeply

concerned by Iran's persistent flouting of its United Nations Security Council

obligations to suspend enrichment of nuclear material.

We welcome the recent separate trilateral discussions between China, Japan and the

Republic of Korea and hope these three countries forge closer links for the benefit of

the region.... and a safer and more prosperous world.

Australia and Japan last year established the International Commission on Nuclear

Non-proliferation and Disarmament.

It is co-chaired by Ms Yoriko Kawaguchi, a former Japanese Environment Minister

and Foreign Minister, and Mr Gareth Evans, a former Australian Foreign Minister.
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By establishing the Commission, Australia and Japan are making a strong and timely
contribution to the prospects for a successful Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
Review Conference in 2010.

It's an Australian-Japanese initiative which, as the international arms control
community has acknowledged, will make a major contribution to international peace
and security.

On 15 December 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and the Japanese
Prime Minister, Dr Yukio Hatoyama, endorsed an updated Action Plan to
Implement the Australia-Japan Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation. An
extract from that Action Plan follows:

1. Strengthening cooperation on issues of common strategic interest: (1) Enhance
policy coordination on security issues in the Asia Pacific region and beyond (2)
Exchange information and coordinate policy with respect to issues related to
North Korea, such as the abduction, nuclear, and missile issues (3) Enhance
bilateral cooperation in the trilateral framework with the United States and in
other multilateral frameworks including any existing and future regional security
groupings (4) Cooperate in APEC, the East Asia Summit, the ARF, and, on
Australia taking up its membership, the Asia-Europe Meeting and continue
regional discussions on the future of the region (5) Cooperate closely on Pacific
Islands issues.

2. United Nations reform: (1) Continue dialogue and cooperation on UN reform,
including actively pursuing early realisation of Japan's permanent membership of
the UN Security Council (2) Exchange views on UN Security Council priorities
and issues.

3. Security and defence cooperation: (1) Work towards an agreement on mutual
logistics support (2) Conduct the following activities in accordance with the
current Memorandum on Defence Cooperation: (a) annual Ministerial meetings;
(b) high level exchange; (c) working level exchange; (d) unit-to-unit exchange;
(e) technical exchange; (f) information exchange; (g) cooperation in international
peace cooperation activities; (h) enhancement of bilateral defence cooperation in
such frameworks as Japan-Australia-US trilateral framework and the ARF; (i)
development of an annual calendar of cooperation and exchange activities; (j)
others (3) Conduct discussions on North Asian Security in the framework of the
Australia-Japan 1.5 Track Dialogue (4) Enhance bilateral strategic discussions
and exchanges, including in the context of the Trilateral Security and Defence
Cooperation Forum (5) Enhance exchange of views on human security.

4. Law enforcement: (1) Enhance the cooperative relationship between the
Australian Federal Police (AFP) and Japan's National Police Agency (NPA) (2)
Exchange information relating to illicit drugs, including drug precursor
chemicals (3) Continue regular dialogue to coordinate regional aid strategies on
trans-boundary threats in the region (4) Hold regular Customs Cooperation
Meeting to consolidate cooperation (5) Enhance cooperation to combat money
laundering (6) Cooperate to progress discussions on the Arms Trade Treaty
initiative.

5. Border Security: (1) Explore possibilities for bilateral cooperation in the area of
border security (2) Implement the Airline Liaison Officer initiative.

6. Counter-terrorism: (1) Strengthen bilateral cooperation among counter-terrorism
officials (2) Participate in the next trilateral counter-terrorism talks (3) Jointly
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contribute to building up the capacity of developing countries in the area of port
security and border control (4) Share research, best practice, open source
materials and technological solutions on counter-radicalisation activities (5)
Make Joint Efforts to strengthen CBRN terrorism prevention measures in
developing countries (6) Cooperate to enhance the capacity of developing
countries to identify and interdict cash couriers and bulk cash smugglers.

7. Disarmament and counter-proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destructions and
their means of delivery: (1) Hold annually the Australia-Japan Bilateral
Disarmament and Non-proliferation Talks (2) Cooperate to promote the PSI in
the region (3) Cooperate on counter-proliferation outreach efforts, including
considering holding Chemical Weapons Convention implementation workshops
(4) Promote the exchange of information relating to imports and exports of
concern (5) Cooperate in the Nuclear non-Proliferation Treaty review process (6)
Promote international discussion taking into account the findings of the
International Commission on Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament in the
lead-up to the NPT Review Conference.

8. Peace Operations: (1) NPA to attend AFP's International Deployment Group pre-
deployment training (2) Explore further opportunities for Cooperation with
Japan's Program for Human Resource Development in Asia for Peacebuilding (3)
Co-host a symposium on Post Conflict Reconstruction and Reconciliation to
develop proposals for cooperation (4) Cooperate in support of the work of
RAMSI (5) Encourage linkages between Australian and Japanese organisations
for the study of peacekeeping, including the new Asia-Pacific Civil Military
Centre of Excellence.

9. Exchange of strategic assessments and related information: (1) Continue
negotiations on a bilateral agreement on classified information sharing and
security (2) Enhance the exchange of strategic assessments and related
information through regular meetings between relevant agencies.

10. Maritime and aviation security: (1) Hold a bilateral dialogue on transport security
(2) Australia Customs and Japan Coast Guard to meet to discuss joint exercises,
personnel exchange, and training opportunities (3) Explore ways jointly to assist
East Timor in strengthening its maritime security (4) Explore ways to cooperate
in regional and global anti-piracy efforts.

11. Humanitarian relief operations, including disaster relief: (1) Consult closely on
regional disaster response issues and identify areas for cooperation, particularly
in disaster response and risk reduction (2) Jointly strengthen the capacity of the
UN to support regional disaster response and disaster management.

Security Cooperation - Japan and the United States
On 21 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, the

Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Katsuya Okada, and the United States

Secretary of State, Mrs Hillary Clinton, issued a joint statement during the fourth

ministerial meeting of the Trilateral Strategic Dialogue (TSD) in New York. An

extract from that joint statement follows:

All three Ministers agreed that the TSD was an important mechanism for
accomplishing substantive work on many of the most pressing issues facing the
Asia-Pacific region. The three countries remain committed to the trilateral process as
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an effective forum for the promotion of their governments' shared values, ideals and
interests.

The Ministers discussed ways in which trilateral cooperation can be advanced to
meet future challenges, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. The Ministers held
discussions on a number of issues relevant to the national interests of all three
nations and to the international community as a whole. The Ministers re-commit to
the trilateral initiatives already underway in a variety of areas, including
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief.

The three Ministers affirmed the value of holding regular Trilateral Strategic
Dialogue meetings, including at the ministerial level, to enhance coordination and
cooperation.

Security Cooperation - Republic of Korea
On 5 March 2009, the Prime Minister, Mr Kevin Rudd, and the Republic of Korea's
President, Mr Lee Myung-bak, issued a joint statement on Enhanced Global and
Security Cooperation between Australia and the Republic of Korea. An extract from
that joint statement follows:

The two leaders.. .have agreed to a comprehensive Action Plan for Enhanced Global
and Security Cooperation between Australia and the Republic of Korea, under which
the governments of Australia and the Republic of Korea will:

1. Consult closely and meet regularly, including at ministerial level, to discuss
matters of common strategic interest in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond and
to continuously explore and develop opportunities for cooperation.

2. Cooperate more closely on law enforcement to combat transnational crime,
including trafficking in illegal narcotics and precursors, people smuggling and
trafficking, money-laundering, counterfeiting currency and arms smuggling,
piracy and armed robbery against ships, and on border security issues.

3. Consult and cooperate bilaterally, and in regional and multilateral fora, on
counter-terrorism issues, including on cyber-security and cyber-terrorism, and
to advance the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism.

4. Continue to expand cooperation on global disarmament and non-proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery through a range of
mechanisms including the United Nations and its associated agencies and the
International Commission for Nuclear Non-proliferation and Disarmament.

5. Build on the established good level of strategic dialogue and cooperation
between the two countries' defence forces by exploring opportunities for
defence engagement in areas such as peacekeeping, civil-military cooperation,
defence management, joint exercises, training and exchange programs and the
establishment of linkages between the Asia-Pacific Civil-Military Centre of
Excellence and Korean institutions.

6. Conclude a bilateral agreement on the protection of classified military
information that will enable the secure exchange of classified military
information between defence organisations and related industry contractors,
thereby facilitating further opportunities for practical defence and defence
industry cooperation.

7. Promote greater cooperation between the Australian and Republic of Korea
defence industries, including by exploring cooperation on Airborne Early
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Warning and Control aircraft, including through sharing information to assist in
developing future enhancements; and by examining possibilities for cooperation
on other defence industry and materiel procurement and maintenance activities.

8. Enhance cooperation on development and humanitarian assistance, including to
promote achievement of the Millennium Development Goals and improve aid
effectiveness.

9. Cooperate more closely on disaster and emergency preparedness, response and
management.

Security Cooperation - United States
On 9 April 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and the
Minister for Defence, Mr Joel Fitzgibbon, together with the United States Secretary
of State, Mrs Hillary Clinton, and the United States Secretary of Defense, Mr
Robert Gates, delivered a joint communiqu6 about the 2009 Australia-United States
Ministerial Consultations. An extract from that joint communiqu6 follows:

The United States and Australia reaffirmed their commitment to stabilization and
reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan.. .They endorsed the Chairman's Statement of
the March 31 International Conference on Afghanistan in The Hague. The two
countries agreed on the continuing priority attached to curbing the ability of al-Qaida
and other terrorist groups to operate in the region. They reaffirmed their commitment
to work together to give the Afghan people the means to secure their own future,
particularly by building the capacity of the Afghan National Army and Police.

The United States and Australia reinforced their commitment to working with the
democratic government in Pakistan to support security and stability.

The two countries remain deeply concerned by Iran's nuclear activities, including
continued defiance of UN Security Council Resolutions requiring Iran to suspend all
uranium enrichment-related, reprocessing, and heavy water-related activities and to
cooperate fully with the IAEA. While acknowledging Iran's right to civil nuclear
energy, they noted that without full transparency and cooperation with the IAEA, the
international community is unable to verify that Iran's nuclear program is solely for
peaceful purposes. Australia strongly supported the United States' willingness to
engage in direct diplomacy with Iran and encouraged Iran's leaders to respond
positively.

Both governments welcomed the steady progress which has occurred in Iraq, where
gains in security and stability are now being achieved by the Iraqis themselves.

The United States and Australia affirmed their goal of a world free of nuclear
weapons. The two countries noted the importance of strengthening the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) regime.. They saw common ground in the work of
the International Commission on Nuclear Nonproliferation and Disarmament
established by Australia and Japan... Both countries expressed their commitment to
work for negotiations on a verifiable Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty.

The United States and Australia also emphasized the continued need for practical
action to prevent the spread of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and their
delivery systems to states of proliferation concern and to terrorist groups. The two
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countries reaffirmed their commitment to work together under the Proliferation
Security Initiative to counter illicit trade in WMD and missiles.

The United States and Australia expressed disapproval of North Korea's April 5
launch of a Taepo-dong 2 long-range rocket and made clear that the launch was a
threat to peace and security and a violation of United Nations Security Council
Resolution 1718. The two countries called on North Korea's leaders to suspend all
activities related to its ballistic missile program, as required by the resolution, and to
focus instead on making progress in the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula
through the Six-Party Process, including a verification protocol consistent with
international standards.

The United States and Australia welcomed India's continued growth in stature as a
country of economic and strategic weight, underpinned by a robust democracy. The
two countries expressed their desire to work effectively with India, including in the
areas of counterterrorism, nuclear non-proliferation, and other transnational threats.

The United States and Australia noted Indonesia's significant progress in
strengthening its democracy, reforming its military, countering terrorist groups,
tackling corruption, and promoting regional security. They committed themselves to
deeper and broader engagement with Indonesia, particularly on such issues as
climate change and the global economic crisis. The United States and Australia
reaffirmed their commitment to continue working together with the Philippines to
improve military and civilian law enforcement agencies' capabilities to respond to
terrorism, combat transnational crime, and promote maritime security.

Both countries noted the improved security environment in Timor-Leste and
underscored the need for an ongoing UN policing presence, pending the
strengthening of Timorese security forces. The United States and Australia
underlined their shared commitment to encourage Vietnam's continuing economic
liberalization and legal reform and welcomed Vietnam's increasing international
engagement, including as a member of the UN Security Council and as the next
Chair of ASEAN.

Both countries reaffirmed their commitment to a free and democratic Burma that
respects the rights of all its citizens. They agreed to work together in support of that
goal.

The United States and Australia confirmed their support for the Pacific Island
Forum's call for a speedy return to democracy in Fiji through a genuinely
independent and inclusive dialogue process without predetermined outcomes.

The United States and Australia reaffirmed their commitment to strengthening trans-
Pacific regional cooperation and institutions.
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X. Sanctions

Autonomous Sanctions - Burma
On 28 May 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, attended an
interview on ABC Television's Lateline regarding, amongst other things,
Australia's implementation of sanctions against Burma. An extract from Mr Smith's
interview follow:

We have had very robust sanctions against Burma, both in the context of travel and
also in the context of financial sanctions. We have deliberately not gone down the
road of trade sanctions because we don't want to do things which will even further
adversely impact upon the Burmese people themselves. One of the reasons, for
example, we've been very generous in our humanitarian assistance post-Cyclone
Nargis, again we're dealing with a difficult regime.

The countries which can influence that regime are some of our ASEAN and Asian
partners. And that's why we've been very pleased that we've seen a very strong
response from ASEAN over her [Aung San Suu Kyi] detention, echoing Australia's
call, long standing call, for her immediate and unconditional release. And I've been
very pleased and made that point when I've spoken to my ASEAN colleagues.

On 12 August 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
responded to a parliamentary question without notice in relation to Burma and Aung
San Suu Kyi's trial. An extract from that response follows:

Australia, of course, in addition to supporting international measures, has for some
time taken autonomous measures. Australia will soon renew its autonomous
financial sanctions, introduced in 2007 and updated in 2008, that target senior
members of the regime, their associates and their family members.

As a result of Aung San Suu Kyi's trial, conviction and sentencing, when these
sanctions are updated I will now give consideration to including senior members of
the judiciary as being subject to these sanctions.

Since 1991 Australia has maintained and supported a ban on defence exports to
Burma. Australia would support any action before the Security Council to place a
global arms embargo upon Burma, as urged by the United Kingdom Prime Minister,
Gordon Brown. I am also considering other policy responses on behalf of Australia
to place additional pressure on Burma.

Autonomous Sanctions - Fiji

On 18 January 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and the
New Zealand Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Murray McCully, held a joint media
conference in relation to several matters including sanctions relating to Fiji. An
extract from that joint conference follows:

...Australia strongly supports the unanimous decision of the Forum to suspend Fiji
from the councils of the Pacific Islands Forum, particularly at ministerial level. But
at the same time we do need to continue to find ways of having a dialogue with the
administration to try and persuade them to move down a path towards democracy. At
the same time, let me underline and reinforce the point that Minister McCully has
made which is Australia's sanctions, for example, are targeted to members of the
regime, in terms of travel sanctions. We don't want to do anything which would
adversely impact on the people of Fiji which is why, for example, we don't have
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trade bans or trade sanctions. And in terms of United Nations peace keeping
missions containing members of the Fijian military, this is precisely the same issue
that Prime Minster Rudd has taken up with Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon which I
have also taken up with Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and other UN officials. And
the UN has determined not to increase or expand its use of Fiji military for peace
keeping purposes. But both Australia and New Zealand continue to make the point
to the United Nations Secretariat that the much preferred position would be for the
United Nations not to have Fiji military as a part of their peace keeping
arrangements until such time as Fiji returns to democracy.

We do have to, as the Minister says, be patient. The Minister and I have been both
members of the Pacific Islands Forum Ministerial Contact Group. We have been to
Fiji twice together and often with the Interim administration it is one step forward
and a mile back and we went very many miles with the abrogation of the
constitution. But we are very deeply concerned about the combination of Fiji's
withdrawal from democracy and the adverse implications that that has clearly had for
its economy. Now compounded by the difficulties in the Pacific of the adverse
consequences of the global down turn and that general issue is one of the issues that
we have agreed ought to be a focus of the Pacific Islands Leaders Forum in Cairns in
August; not just how Fiji is suffering from the economic downturn but more
generally how our friends and partners in the Pacific are coping with the deleterious
economic circumstances that the global financial crisis has currently left us with.

On 4 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, held
a media conference in relation to several issues including Australia's autonomous
sanctions relating to Fiji. An extract from Mr Smith's conference follows:

Firstly, Australia needs to send a strong message, not just to Fiji, but to our
colleagues in the Pacific, our colleagues in the Commonwealth, our colleagues in the
international community generally, that we are steadfast in our view that Fiji has to
return to democracy.

Secondly, our response has been a response which has not broadened the effect of
our sanctions, or our approach to Fiji. We have been very careful all along to ensure
that what we do, whilst it may well have adverse implications for members of the
regime itself, officials, through travel sanctions or travel bans, we don't want to do
things which adversely impact on the Fijian people themselves. To the contrary,
which is why we've never engaged in trade or economic sanctions and we continue
to worry very much about the fact that Fiji's economic and social circumstances
continue to decline.

So we send a message that they have to return to democracy, but at the same time we
haven't gone further. We have certainly not contemplated as I've seen some
comments publicly, a break off of diplomatic relations because we believe it's very
important to at least have some avenues of dialogue with Commodore Bainimarama
and Fiji. And again, when the dust settles on this episode, we hope to find some way
back of having a dialogue with Fiji to bring Fiji back to democracy.

We will not contemplate economic or trade sanctions for the very good reason that
we don't want to do anything which adversely impacts on the Fijian people
themselves.

On the contrary, Fiji should be a premier economy in the Pacific. Fiji should be a
leading and premier country in the Pacific. Now it is a very long way from that. It is,
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in very many respects, a pariah, not just in the Pacific but in the international
community. It's economic and social circumstances have deteriorated significantly
since the military coup, and more recently the abrogation of the constitution.

The very clear reason and rationale, as expressed by Commodore Bainimarama
yesterday, and contained in correspondence to me today, is as a result of Australia
determining that its travel sanctions applied to judges of Fiji appointed after the
abrogation of the constitution.

We made it very clear to Fiji that because judges appointed after the abrogation of
the constitution are effectively appointed at the whim of Commodore Bainimarama,
we would regard those judges as Fijian officials and subject to the travel bans
applying to members of the regime.

We also made it crystal clear to Fiji that, as we had in the past, we would deal with
these matters on a case by case basis, including waiving those bans for humanitarian
or other sensible reasons including, for example, the need for the medical treatment
in Australia. As expressed by Commodore Bainimarama, it is the result of those
travel sanctions applying to members of the Fiji judiciary that Fiji has acted in this
way.

Autonomous Sanctions - The Former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
On 10 June 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, issued a

media release announcing the update of Australia's autonomous financial sanctions

relating to the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. An extract from Mr Smith's

release follows:

I announce today that Australia has updated its list of autonomous financial
sanctions for the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. These sanctions target
individuals indicted or suspected of war crimes during the Balkan wars in the early
1990s.

The sanctions prohibit any transaction involving the transfer of funds or payments
to, by the order of, or on behalf of any person included on the revised sanctions list
without prior approval from the Reserve Bank of Australia.

The Government's updated sanctions list demonstrates Australia's commitment to
end impunity for crimes of great international concern, including those before the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.

New listees include individuals indicted or convicted by the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, and by domestic courts in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia and Serbia.

Individuals subject to Interpol arrest warrants for war crimes have also been
included, as well as known supporters of the former Milosevic regime and
individuals suspected of assisting indictees of the International Criminal Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia.

Autonomous Sanctions - Zimbabwe

On 15 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
delivered a statement to the House of Representatives on the situation in Zimbabwe.

An extract from Mr Smith's statement follows:
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The Australian Government is under no illusions about the political risks in
Zimbabwe, and the track record of Mr Mugabe and ZANU-PF.

Australia's financial and travel sanctions will remain in place for the present.

These sanctions target individuals who have been responsible for, or involved in,
acts to undermine the rule of law, corruption, violence and intimidation and
restrictive laws and regulations.

The sanctions do not impact on the broader population in Zimbabwe and are not
responsible for Zimbabwe's economic demise over the last decade.

Since 2002, Australia has also applied a ban on Minister-to-Minister contact with
Zimbabwean Ministers.

In recognition of the efforts of parts of the new inclusive government over its first
year, Australia will consider opportunities for Ministerial engagement on a selective
case-by-case basis with those Ministers of the Zimbabwean Government who we
judge to be making a real and genuine contribution to Zimbabwe's social and
economic recovery.

Australia is not considering and will not consider at this time a removal of sanctions
which target those individuals who have been complicit in the brutality of decades
past and who continue to present barriers to Zimbabwe moving forward.

Much more significant progress will be required before the Australian Government
undertakes any broader review of Australia's sanctions with respect to Zimbabwe.

Australia places the utmost importance on the need for real and demonstrated
improvement in economic and political governance.

There must be substantial progress towards real reform.

Zimbabwe's long term future will not be secure without such reform.

A united international community must send that strong message to Zimbabwe.

Many more improvements will need to be effected before full normalisation of
relations, including in the area of development assistance, can take place.

Australia's views in this respect were shared by the delegation from the European
Commission which visited Zimbabwe on 12-13 September.

All efforts must be made, both in the region and by the international community, to
ensure that recent gains are not lost, and that Zimbabwe continues to move forward.

The terms of the Global Political Agreement must be adhered to in letter and in
spirit.

Constitutional reform must proceed smoothly, and in accordance with the terms of
Agreement.

This would allow the holding of full, free and fair democratic elections.

Restrictive media legislation must be repealed.

Mr Mugabe's unilateral appointments of the Reserve Bank Governor and the
Attorney-General must be reversed.

The rule of law must be respected.

The people of Zimbabwe must be given hope for a brighter future.

Australia's assistance announced today and its ongoing support adds to this hope for
the people of Zimbabwe.
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United Nations Security Council Sanctions - DPRK
On 28 May 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered a

statement to the House of Representatives on autonomous and United Nations

Security Council sanctions on the DPRK. An extract from Mr Smith's statement

follows:

Mr Speaker, I wish to update the House on developments following North Korea's
underground nuclear test and its further threats and provocations.

Though verification work is proceeding, Australia and the international community
have little doubt that a nuclear test occurred on 25 May.

Australia remains very gravely concerned by this development and the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea's subsequent missile tests, which have the potential to
directly affect Australia's national security.

Australia reiterates its strong condemnation of North Korea's actions, unanimously
condemned by the United Nations Security Council.

Australia already has strong sanctions in place against North Korea, following North
Korea's 2006 nuclear test.

The international community has no option but to respond very firmly to North
Korea's actions.

That is why we are calling for new, targeted sanctions to be imposed on North
Korea.

And for the United Nations Security Council to work to ensure that United Nations
members implement new sanctions, together with full implementation of previous
sanctions that have been imposed on North Korea, including through UN Security
Council Resolution 1718.

There is already a mechanism in place for dialogue with North Korea, a mechanism
that is supported strongly by Australia and the international community.

That mechanism is, of course, the Six-Party Talks, involving the United States,
China, Russia, Japan, the Republic of Korea and North Korea.

This is the avenue for the North Korean regime to ensure its own security.

On 15 June 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, issued a

media release welcoming the United Nations Security Council's response to the

DPRK's nuclear test. An extract from Mr Smith's release follows:

Australia welcomes the United Nations Security Council's unanimous adoption of
Resolution 1874 which strongly condemns North Korea's nuclear test on 25 May.

The Resolution contains new measures building on those in Resolution 1718,
adopted after North Korea's first nuclear test in 2006. It includes restrictions on
financial transactions, an expanded arms embargo and provisions for the inspection
of vessels suspected of trade in banned cargo.

The new Resolution sends the clear and united signal from the international
community that North Korea's actions are unacceptable.
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Australia will work with friends and allies, including members of the Six-Party
Talks, to ensure the new measures, as well as the sanctions under Resolution 1718,
are fully implemented by the international community.

Australia condemns North Korea's announcement in response to the unanimous
UNSC Resolution that it would continue with its development of nuclear weapons,
including by weaponising plutonium and enriching uranium.

Australia will continue to urge North Korea to abandon its nuclear and missile
programs and again calls on North Korea to end its provocative behaviour and
return, without preconditions, to the Six-Party Talks.

On 12 July 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, issued a
media release regarding Australia's implementation of United Nations Security
Council sanctions against the DPRK. An extract from Mr Smith's statement
follows:

Australia welcomed the United Nations Security Council's unanimous adoption of
Resolution 1874 in response to North Korea's nuclear test on 25 May. Resolution
1874 sends a clear and united signal from the international community that North
Korea's nuclear and ballistic missile tests are unacceptable.

The Australian Government has amended regulations implementing sanctions
against North Korea, bringing Australian law into line with its obligations under
Resolution 1874. Under the amended regulations, no arms or related mat6riel, except
for small arms and light weapons, can be supplied to North Korea. No arms or
related mat6riel can be procured from North Korea.

It is now illegal to enter into a financial transaction, or provide technical training or
other forms of services, relating to prohibited arms or related matiriel coming from
or going to North Korea. It is also now illegal to provide fuel, supplies or other
bunkering services to a North Korean vessel where it is believed on reasonable
grounds that the vessel is carrying any goods that are subject to United Nations
sanctions.

Full implementation of United Nations sanctions will restrict North Korea's ability to
proliferate or further develop its nuclear and ballistic missile programs. Australia
will work closely with the international community to implement Resolution 1874
and previous resolutions fully.

Australia has also imposed its own autonomous sanctions on the DPRK since 2006.
These include a visa ban on all DPRK citizens, a ban on port entry by DPRK-
flagged vessels and financial restrictions on 12 DPRK entities and one individual.
Bilateral aid has been suspended since 2002.

United Nations Security Council Sanctions - Iran
On 19 May 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, delivered a
speech to the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, entitled 'Australia and Israel'.
An extract from Mr Smith's speech follows:

Australia is profoundly concerned by the behaviour of the Iranian leadership.
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The Australian Government is also deeply troubled by Iran's refusal to address the
international community's grave concerns about its nuclear intentions. Australia has
supported and reinforced international efforts to hold Iran to account on this matter.

That is why the Australian Government fully and rigorously implements UN Security
Council sanctions, and why in October last year we adopted additional autonomous
sanctions against Iran.

On 28 September 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
gave a doorstop interview at Willard Hotel, Washington DC, in relation to Iran and
Afghanistan. An extract from Mr Smith's interview follows:

...Certainly we're concerned about Iran's nuclearisation program, certainly we are
concerned, and it appears to be marching down the path of weapons-grade
enrichment and weapons capacity, but we are of the view that there is time for Iran
to change its course and the best thing to seek to effect that change of course is
dialogue and pressure from the international community. In the past, Australia has
fully implemented United Nations Security Council resolutions so far as sanctions
are concerned on Iran and we have also adopted autonomous additional sanctions.
And I've made it clear to all concerned that, if dialogue is not successful, Australia is
fully prepared to contemplate further autonomous sanctions against Iran in this
respect.

On 18 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith,
responded to a parliamentary question without notice in relation to Iran. An extract
from Mr Smith's response follows:

... Australia has fully implemented United Nations Security Council sanctions
against Iran and Members will recall that in October last year I announced in the
House the imposition of additional Australian autonomous sanctions.

I conclude by reiterating that Iran's refusal to comply with legally binding United
Nations Security Council resolutions is of serious and grave concern to Australia and
the international community.

United Nations Security Council Sanctions - Financing of Terrorism
On 9 November 2009, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Stephen Smith, and the
Sri Lankan Minister of External Affairs, Rohitha Bogollagama, attended a joint
media conference during which Mr Smith was asked about Australia's measures in
relation to the financing of terrorism. An extract from Mr Smith's response follows:

We have adopted and we effect United Nations sanctions so far as financing of
terrorism is concerned. We have in the past given a consideration to proscription
under Australian law of the LTTE. We continue, given the qualitatively or
dramatically changed circumstances, to give consideration to that. But we have
adopted, and enforced very strongly, the United Nations sanctions on financing of
terrorism and it would of course be inappropriate for me to make any further
comment.
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